Get Out and About this
Festive Season with Grouprider
Up to two adults and three
children can travel with a
Grouprider ticket for just £5!

Available weekdays after 09:30, all day weekends and Bank Holidays

www.nctx.co.uk/grouprider

Boxing Day Buses
6AM - 6PM

Grab a bargain with our special Boxing
Day timetable running on 26th December.
We’re running early morning buses to help workers get into
the City Centre, with first buses arriving from 6:30AM.

Plus our Night Buses on New Year’s Eve
will run through until 3:15am to help you
get home after your party!

For full details of our holiday timetables,
visit www.nctx.co.uk/christmas

Metronome is Nottingham’s new national centre for music,
moving image, videogames, live performance, spoken word.

WEDNESDAY 5 DECemBER
Luke Wright

saturday 8 december
Rhymes Against Humanity

Monday 10 december
Feel the Beat
Iglooghost is here for a special
production workshop and Q&A
session.
This is your chance to learn from
the acclaimed producer, who
has been described as the next
Aphex Twin and is signed to the
Brainfeeder label.

Tuesday 11 december
Game City Nights

thurSDAY 13 december
Iglooghost

wedneSDAY 9 January
Manu Delago
Captivating musician Manu Delago is pioneer of the hang
drum and plays percussion in Bjork’s live line-up. He’s also
made a unique and awe-inspiring film ‘Parasol Peak’ in
which he records musicians at varying altitudes on the Alps.
Metronome is pleased to be hosting a screening of the film,
followed by a live performance from Manu Delago.

For more information and to
buy tickets visit: metronome.uk.com
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We’ve recreated some vintage
photos of Nottingham, for all the
nostalgia vibes
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The City’s Ancient Hill
We delve into the history of one
of the busiest junctions in town:
Canning Circus

News from the mallard, plus Blather, Overheard in
Notts, City Stylin’ and The Thompson Brothers

This month we showcase the dutty charm of
Nottingham City Centre on a Saturday night

One man’s journey from the West Indies to the dark
and dangerous pits of Nottingham

The Nottingham Hidden History Team have saved
many a cave from destruction

A look at how Boots, John Player & Sons and the
lace industry have inﬂuenced city life

From the MRI scanner, to the traﬀic light, the science
world has plenty to thank Notts for

Sit back and take in the marvellous sights of the city.
It’s like a big game of Where’s Walleh?

A few words from our cover artist, and a look at
Harold Gilman’s Beyond Camden Town

featured contributor
Jay Wilkinson

LeftLion Magazine has an
estimated readership of
40,000 and is distributed to
over 350 venues across the city
of Nottingham.
If your venue isn’t one of them,
or you’d like to advertise,
contact Ash on 0115 9240476,
email ash@leftlion.co.uk or
visit leftlion.co.uk/rates

This LeftLion illustrator
used to play guitar in
the hardcore bands of
Nottingham’s ﬂourishing
DIY scene. He started
getting into album
artwork, loving the
marriage of beautiful
images and harsh, chaotic
music. Jay eventually
returned to education to
study graphic design and
illustration at Nottingham
College, and now he’s hoping to build a career from his love
of art. When he’s not creating, you might ﬁnd him behind the
bar at the Horn in Hand, or watching Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles while eating copious amounts of pizza.

Find Jay’s illustration work on pages 14 and 31 of
this magazine.
@mindlines.uk

31

You Never Can Tell

Peter Pan author and ex-Notts
resident J.M. Barrie. An eternal
child? We investigate

A lost ship, an abandoned expedition, and cannibalism.
Discover the tale of the Franklin Expedition

After-dinner board games are out. Getting stuck into
a new Notts book is most deﬁnitely in

See in the new year with the best new releases from
this corner of the Midlands

Three cracking places to taste some scran. Not a
piggie-in-blanket or a sprout in sight

Step away from the chains. Our independents have
got plenty on oﬀer this Christmas

Our pick of the very best festive and non-festive
events worth leaving yer house for

Plus, our Screen Editor argues why your lot should
give up the cheesy Christmas classics

Sashay away! This month owd Goosey turns her
feathers to the catwalk for RuPaul’s Drag Geese

thanks to all our supporters
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Love reading a free, independent
magazine every month?
Become a LeftLion Supporter.
We’ll post you every print issue,
plus treats.
leftlion.co.uk/supporters
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editorial
This weather is well bob, innit?
The last time you heard from me, us Nottingham lot
were all out in full force, spilling out from the sunny
pub gardens in a synchronised sweat. Oh, Mother
Nature. How quickly she giveth, and how quickly she
taketh away.
For the past three issues, we’ve had some awesome
guest editors ﬁlling you in on LeftLion’s content.
From Tom Quigley talking the skateboarding
special, to our Editorial Assistant Emily narrating
our October spookathon, and The Woodland Trust’s
Kaye Brennan on why we need to protect our trees,
the stories and insights have been cracking. Unfortunately, you’ve got me back in the driving
seat now. Merry Christmas.
I don’t know about yow, but I’ve got mixed feelings about this time of year. It seems them
twelve days have morphed into sixty, Santa’s got the elves working zero-hour contracts,
and Michael Bublé is chained to a microphone in a dungeon somewhere. At least we’ve got
Brexit to look forward to, eh?
If, like me, you’re feeling more Dodgy Parsnip than Kevin The Carrot, you’ll appreciate the
distinct lack of tinsel snaking its way through this magazine. Instead, we’ve brought you an
absolute blinder of a cover from Robert Lever, plus a right gobful of local history, with our
factory buildings, scientiﬁc discoveries and geographical makeups all featuring among the
forthcoming pages.
On page sixteen, you’ll ﬁnd a selection of photography taken from around Nottingham in
“the olden days” next to the scenes of today, so you can ditch the charades and have a fun
game of Spot the Diﬀerence for all the family. Plus, we’ve included some facts you might not
have known about the locations. Don’t say we never treat you.

#LookUpDuck
Light as a feather, stiﬀ as a board.
photo: Tom Morley

Christmas wouldn’t be the same without a stonking lump of coal, would it? You naughty
bogger. Nottingham’s mining history is rich, if tumultuous, and on page thirteen of this
magazine you can hear the memories of someone who was in the industry for around 25
years. Reverend Kenneth Bailey was one of many black coal miners whose previously untold
stories were preserved by Norma Gregory’s Digging Deep project at New Art Exchange in
October, and here he reveals what it was really like working down the pit. Tune in, duck.
For the pantos this year, we’ve got our lad Robbo taking to the stage over at Nottingham
Playhouse and, at Theatre Royal, the story of Peter Pan is being brought to life by an all-star
cast. But warrabout the creator of the boy who never grew up, J.M. Barrie? Unbeknown to
many, Barrie had a stint working at the Nottingham Journal, so our Literature Editor has a
proper delve into his time here – and takes a look at some of his peculiar, Michael-Jacksonlike behavior – on page 31.
Also, on page 29, our Screen Editor tells the gruesome tale of the Franklin Expedition: the
two ships that disappeared into the Arctic and, well, I won’t spoil the ending for you, but it
involves cannibalism and lots of snow. That’s kind of Christmassy, innit?
Honestly, despite the woefully pessimistic cries sledging through this Editorial, we’re not
totally Scrooging you over. One thing we do have up our sleeve is a feature on Nottingham’s
best independent shops to buy your prezzies from, plus a best pick from each of their
shelves. We don’t want a cookie-cutter city, so get stuck right in and give mindfully this year.
On that note, homelessness and poverty are still on the rise, and – while the powers that be
are preoccupied with chucking our money at making sh*t trade deals – it’s more important
than ever that our community comes together to do summat about it ourselves. If you can,
please give generously to our two biggest homelessness charities, Framework Housing
Association and Emmanuel House, whose winter shelters and preventative services are a
serious lifeline for many. We’ve also compiled a list of local food banks to donate to this
year at leftlion.co.uk/foodbanks

#LeftEyeOn
Like a house reﬂected in still-ish waters.
photo: Frances Homewood

I know I started out bahing and humbugging like a sheep tripping out on peppermint sweets,
but really, whether you believe in the Baby Jesus or not, Crimbobble is a great excuse to
smile at a stranger, and to surround yersen with people you think are a bit O.K.
The beautifully dysfunctional LeftLion family has morphed a fair bit in recent years, and
the ﬁnal month of 2018 marks a serious end of an era, with the departure of our wonderful
Poetry Editor Aly Stoneman, our Sales and Marketing Assistant and memelord Ashwin Balu,
and our cracking intern Dan Lyons. We raise our glasses good and proper to three marvelous
creatives, and wish them all the best for the future.
Well, it’s another year down, another year of history made. Here’s to the next twelve
months. Thank you to everyone who’s donated, read and supported this magazine in 2018.
See you on the other side, youth.

/leftlion

Bridie Squires, Editor
bridie.squires@leftlion.co.uk
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@leftlion
@leftlionmagazine

#LocalBobtech
General tree serpent eats general gravestone.
photo: John Ahmed

Want to get featured? Send your high-res photos and social
media links to editorial@leftlion.co.uk
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AYUP
DUCK

“What’s been gooin’ off?”

illustrations: Rikki Marr
FLETCHER GATE SHOOTING

Absolute carnage. One seriously unlucky woman got
shot in the arm up on Fletcher Gate earlier last month;
police reckon she was just in the wrong place at the
wrong time, and have arrested three young blokes on
suspicion of conspiracy to murder. Can we all just calm
the bob down? It’s like a sodding warzone out here.

WEEEENTER WONDERLAND

The Christmas Market in the Square has gone
all out. There’s a massive bloody toboggan with
rubber dinghies to sling yersen down on. Looks a
right laugh. On top of that, there’s a wicked threestorey pub smack bang in the middle of it all, for
all your festive, boozy needs. Could do wi’ a 75%
discount though, mind.

CATTLE MARKET FIRE

Those poor boggers down at the Cattle Market have had a
hard time of it. As you probably saw, a load of buildings round
there caught light on Bonﬁre Night weekend. Luckily nobody
was hurt. That is, apart from one bloke on a rescue mission
at the reptile house who got bit by a snake. The ungrateful
little shite. A group, including the folk from Nottingham Sea
Food next door, ferried the cold-blooded pets-to-be out of
the building in their droves. Apparently they even saved a big
lizard by wheeling him out in a shopping trolley.
Any road, the community has properly banded together
since, and a week later the market was back in operation.
The coppers reckon it might’ve been arson; they arrested two
blokes and a woman, but they’re still investigating. They say
ﬁreworks caused it. I guess some muppets can’t help but ruin it
for the rest of us.

TWISTED KNICKERS

A local M&S recently displayed suited-and-booted
male mannequins next to scantily-clad female
ones. The slogan read “MUST-HAVE FANCY LITTLE
KNICKERS” so protestors replaced the word “knickers”
with “full human rights”. Funny boggers. The story
blew up, and some say it’s all an elaborate marketing
scheme that idiot media outlets have bought into.
Dunno what they’re onnabaht.

words: Adrian Reynolds
illustration: Corrina Rothwell

leftlion.co.uk/foodbanks
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City Stylin’
interviews: Anna Murphy
photos: Tom Morley
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“In South Africa, where I grew up, the average women’s size is a twelve. I remember
one day I went shopping and the only jeans in my size were a pair of denim combats.
I wore them and everyone started asking where they were from. It was the ﬁrst time I
felt conﬁdent and like my style was validated, instead of ﬁnding shopping diﬀicult when
trawling through basic plus-size ranges.
There’s a bigger range these days. I mean, there’s still a long way to go before plus-size
clothing oﬀers the same opportunities, and the quality is often horrendous, but it’s starting
to catch up.
As a plus-size woman, it’s hard to put yourself on the internet because society judges the
sh*t out of you. Sure, I’ve had my fair share of trolls, but I like to kill them with kindness.
I’ve spent a lot of my life feeling like I wasn’t good enough and after turning thirty, I
thought ‘Screw it.’ Now, I’m unashamedly me.”
Holly, Blogger
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Nottingham’s most opinionated grocers on...

“I’m a rudegirl at heart. I always wear hoops and a headscarf, and I’m always mixing and
matching.
I think my style’s quite quirky. It’s not like everyone else walking down the high street. My
mum warned me that one day I’d eventually regret my tattoos, but will I? I love them. I
don’t want to change how I dress just because I’m a mum.
I always avoid anything that looks too mumsy. It’s ﬁne for other people, but it’s deﬁnitely
not for me. When I was little, my sister used to dress me up as Madonna with a beauty
spot, bangles, and a headscarf. I guess my style hasn’t changed too much!”
Frances, Youth Worker

Christmas Trees
Our Christmas trees are from a big forest in
Carlisle. We go up and look at them around
the end of August or September, and the
forest stretches as far as the eye can see, so
it’s quite a sight. They’re very nice. Come
in and buy yours from our shop. Prices
beyond belief.
Christmas Presents
We wanted to buy each other F-Type
Jaguars, or Range Rover Vogues, but we’ve
priced them both up and it’s not going
to happen. We might be able to aﬀord a
picture of one. Or maybe the mud ﬂaps.

Christmas Day
We’ll do the traditional thing and go to
Holy Mass at the Good Shepherd in the
morning. Then we’ll go home and have
a drink and get ourselves ready for the
highlight of the year: The Queen’s Speech.
Her message is always fantastic: be good
to your fellow man. I think we can all take
something away from that.
New Year’s Eve
It’s like forced enjoyment. There’s so much
pressure to do so many things. So our
plan is to be as miserable as sin and not
do anything. A good hot bath and an early
night is in order.
leftlion.co.uk/issue108
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Of the seven
days, ﬁve
belonged
to commerce,
Sunday to
the church,
Saturday night
to the gods
of chaos.

Saturday night
boulevards
metamorphose
into ﬂuorescent
altars, where
the hard-earned
is burned
to the ash of our
forgetfulness. Tonight
we sleep
awake.

Nonsense, she
digressed,
neon is a neo
religious icon
and tonight we are all
its disciples.
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Under duress
of ﬂesh pressed
to this concrete
enmeshment, she was
known to confess
that it was less
about the sex,
the substances,
the violence. It was
the letting
go.

Night bus
knights bustle
nerves and
knuckles knotted
like nooses.

If Saturday night
is a song
it is a song
sung under
a Dionysian
sign.

Liquor and narcotic
portals, where
what is most awesome
and awful in us
is exalted in excess,
bruised, blessed
and beautiﬁed.

Snap Notts #8
Location:: Nottingham City
Centre, Saturday Night
Poems: Miggy Angel
Photos: Georgianna Scurﬁeld

I went into the mine so I could make some quick money
and go back to the West Indies, but it didn’t work out like
that. I ended up in the industry for about 25 years.
I was born in Manchester, Jamaica, and I came to the UK by
plane in April 1961 when I was 22. I’d ﬁnished my training
as a mechanical engineer and had just lost my job, so
my father sent me here. I got false information back in
the West Indies that I’d be walking the streets of gold in
England, especially in the mining industry.

illustration: Alex McDougall

When I ﬁrst came here, I couldn’t ﬁnd a job I was really
interested in, so I decided to go for the mining experience.
I went to Cinderhill and Bulwell for training as an
underground worker. That was an exciting time for me, but
scary. You went so far down into the ground that you didn’t
believe you could ever come back up again. It was like
being buried alive.
I was the ﬁrst black man to work at Wollaton Colliery, and
eventually found jobs there for my friends. I had some
problems when I ﬁrst started there; we didn’t get the same
amount of money that the white folks got. We got £6 and
10 shillings per week, and the white maintenance workers
were getting about £7.

Once we got into the
mine, we were miners. Colour
had nothing to do with it
because we relied on each
other for survival
My overman was very kind-hearted. He realised I was
doing the same work and he decided to up my payment to
£7. A lot of the chaps were very upset because the black
man was getting the same price.
Eventually it was ironed out and we became like brothers
down there. Once we got into the mine, we were miners.
Colour had nothing to do with it because we relied on each
other for survival. When we came out of the mine we were
diﬀerent and everyone became selﬁsh, but down there, you
looked after each other.
It’s a diﬀerent world. I wish young people today could
have some idea of the relationship miners had. We’re quite
outspoken, we say it as it is. When you came out of the
mine and spent time with people who had no experience
of it, they thought you were cheeky. People got to know
you down there, so you just said what you thought. But you
dared not mess about, or you’d get buried easily.
When Wollaton Colliery closed, I moved over to Stanton
Ironworks for a couple of years, and then my overman
asked to fetch me back into the mine at Gedling. I’d been
trained as a mechanical engineer, so I worked as an
underground ﬁtter, a maintenance ﬁtter, and eventually
became a shift chargehand, responsible for the shift, all the
maintenance, and taking the coal out of the mine on the
conveyor. I was a bit like a supervisor.
The strike was horrible. We were struggling to raise
a family and struggling for survival without having
any money to pay bills, or pay for the house. I hate
remembering those days.
Some of us went back to work, we couldn’t take it
anymore. Men came from up Yorkshire to stop us going to
work because Nottinghamshire wasn’t on strike. They tried
to picket us and call us blacklegs. There wasn’t any ﬁght or
anything, just abuse.
I only ever had two accidents down the mine. A broken
ankle from when my mate was messing about and tripped
me over, and a torn ligament. I’d been oﬀ work for about
three months because my leg was in plaster, and when I
went back to work, my overman told me I was still in no ﬁt
state, and to take the time oﬀ until my 58th birthday. Then I
had an early retirement in 1989.
It worked out well for me because I had enough money
to start up a business. Today, I’m an ordained minister
working with churches up and down the country, which I
believe was my calling from the Lord.
I loved the mine. I really enjoyed it when I used to work
there. It was dangerous, but lovely. When you’re living
in danger, you’re cautious and you don’t live loose. You
protect yourself and you protect each other. When you’re
living loose, anything can happen, because you have
nothing to hold you together.

Special thanks to Reverend Ken Bailey, Norma Gregory and
the Digging Deep project, which celebrated UK coal miners
of African and Caribbean heritage at New Art Exchange
earlier this year.
leftlion.co.uk/issue108
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The Nottingham Hidden History Team, fittingly,
have been around for yonks. Uncovering all sorts
of tales about this city of ours, the organisation
has saved caves from being destroyed in local
redevelopment, and has held the torch up to
many-a past goings-on. LeftLion Street Tales
columnist and current member of the organisation,
Joe Earp, gives us a little look-in to the origins of
the team, and what’s driven them to lift the lid on
Notts, for the past fifty years...
The original Nottingham Hidden
History Team was formed in 1965
with the purpose of saving, or at
least recording, the cave sites that
were continually being discovered
during major city redevelopment
in the sixties and onwards. Almost
every day, new sites were unearthed
and destroyed before anyone was
officially notified. The last thing
contractors wanted was someone
telling them to stop work on a
project. Time is money, after all.
At the time, the ten-strong team
recorded, cleaned and helped
preserve many cave sites that
would’ve been lost forever.
In the early days, we mainly
found ourselves involved with the
exploration of caves. Groups like
ours were the first to excavate and
record the many that existed under
the city, including Daniel in the Lion’s
Den and the Colonnade in The Park
Terrace, plus the caves under the
Old Angel Inn, Judge’s Restaurant on
Mansfield Road, Long Row, and the
old Flying Horse Hotel.
Perhaps the highlight of the team’s
work was in 1979. Shops along
Goose Gate were being demolished
and, while the land was being
levelled, it was decided that the
site would be excavated before
further development. On Thursday
30 January, while scraping a section
around twenty yards in from Goose
Gate, a large hole was found
containing an opening into a
cave system.
Paul Nix, the team’s founder and
leader, was called in to excavate
and record what was discovered
to be Nottingham’s first brewery,
Simpson’s, and an underground
slaughterhouse once used by a pork
butcher’s shop. By the end of the
team’s dig, the Council’s Department
of Technical Services decided to
preserve the caves.
In 1982, the team was officially
recognised by the City of
Nottingham’s Arts Department.
It was agreed that we’d record
various aspects of Nottingham’s
history: features and functions of
old buildings, caves, cellars and
underground lairs all included.
We’d also work in collaboration
with the city’s museums and advise
on any possible archaeological
investigations.
By the late eighties, the team
involved Paul Nix, Robert Morrell
and Syd Henley. They went all over
Nottinghamshire recording and
photographing discoveries, and
publishing various local history
booklets under Robert Morrell’s
APRA Press. The team’s major works

included material on the
Hemlock Stone at Stapleford,
Nottinghamshire’s holy wells and
springs, Nottinghamshire mazes and,
of course, Nottingham caves.
NHHT also started a quarterly
magazine, Mercian Mysteries,
in collaboration with respected
publisher and writer Bob Trubshaw.
Trubshaw remembers his days with
Paul: “I’d help him put together each
issue of Mercian Mysteries. Loads of
computer equipment was squeezed
into his bedroom. I’d sit on his bed,
surrounded by paperwork, while he
beavered away on the keyboard.
Hours would go by and I’d return
home near to midnight. The following
Saturday, we’d drive the artwork up
to Trinity Square, and spend ages
in a stationery shop photocopying
about 100 copies of each.”
Later in Paul’s life, he met Peter
Woodward while researching a
village near where Peter lived in
2002. After their first meeting, the
pair spent many hours, days and
nights together, with Paul teaching
Peter about manipulating images
and building web pages. The pair
eventually designed a web page
which developed into a vast site
called My Broxtowe Hundred
and, atop that, they extensively
researched everything from
Huntington Beaumont’s first railway
line at Wollaton, to the history of
Nottinghamshire villages.
In 2008, Paul Nix passed away and
the team lapsed for many years.
Luckily, Bob Trubshaw and Frank
Earp managed to save some of
the Hidden History Team’s vast
collection of photographs, postcards,
slides and research. The result of
the recovery and preservation of the
collection made me decide to reform
the team back in 2011.
We now have six people working
for the team and have a long list of
groups, individuals and organisations
we network with to share ideas
and, most importantly, promote
Nottingham history. Since 2011 we
have: written seven books, including
Secret Nottingham and Nottingham
From Old Photographs; written
dozens of articles; run a successful
blog which now has nearly 1 million
views; worked on many projects; and
given numerous talks to groups
and organisations.
The most enjoyable part of the
work we do is being able to inform
historians, researchers, students,
groups, councils, organisations and
the general public. The Nottingham
Hidden History Team has helped
many people with their questions.
We’ve been around for over fifty
years now, and hope to keep going
for many more.

nottinghamhiddenhistoryteam.wordpress.com
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Oh, how Nottingham has changed over the years. We’ve gone from an industrial mining town full of factories and
goose ﬂogging, to a city crammed full of restaurants, call centres, arty shops, and one proper cool magazine. For
a fun game of spot the diﬀerence, here are a few modern-day shots, alongside some found in John Henry Spree’s
Nottinghamshire: a book of photos from around 1910, up to around 1930, put together by the photographer’s great
grandson Alan Spree…
John Henry Spree’s Nottinghamshire by Alan Spree is available for £14.99 from Amberley Publishing.

photo: John Spree

photo: Tom Quigley

Did yer know that the Trent had a thriving salmon ﬁshery in the late 1880s, with an average of 3,000
salmon caught yearly? A decade later, the number was closer to 100 because of human population
growth and the introduction of a basic sewage system, with waste being dumped into nearby
brooks and killing the salmon. Recently, with better-managed pollution, our ﬁshy friends are being
reintroduced to the waters.

photo: John Spree

photo: Tom Quigley

Did yer know that the building now known as Pryzm was originally established in 1925 as the ornate,
modernist Palais de Danse? A dancehall host to jazz orchestras and an art-deco-style interior, in the
eighties it was refurbed as Ritzy, with the illuminated globe replaced and the large fountain in the
centre of the hall removed. It was then renamed as Oceana, and eventually Pryzm in recent years.
Both nightclubs, both still ﬁlled with boozy people dancing the night away.
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photo: John Spree

(Courtesy of Picture the Past
and Nottingham City Council)

Did yer know that the lake was originally a mere ﬁsh pond? Owd Jesse Boot bought Highﬁelds Estate in
1920, and did it all up for the university folk. In 1931, the Nottingham Model Yacht Club formed, who you can
still clock most Sunday mornings, sailing their mini boats away. These days, with the development of small
engines and radio controls, the group’s now known as the Nottingham Model Boat Club, and can sometimes
be found doing their thing at Colwick Park.

photo: John Spree

photo: Tom Quigley

(Courtesy of Picture the Past
and Nottingham City Council)

Did yer know that the local waterways were once used to cart about coal, gravel, manure and general
merch? In 1861, they were taken over by Great Northern Railway, who didn’t seem to give a bob about
maintenance, so commercial traﬀic stopped in 1928. In 1936, Great Northern leased a section (from Lenton
to Trent Lock) to the Trent Navigation Company, before selling it to them in 1946. After nationalisation, the
canal went to British Waterways; these days it’s managed by the Canal & River Trust and carries pootling,
Boaty-McBoat folk.

photo: Tom Quigley

photo: John Spree

Did yer know that the bell living inside Nottingham Council House’s bonce has the nickname of “Little
John”? He emits the deepest tone of any non-swinging clock bell in the United Kingdom, with his looming,
E-ﬂat dings heard up to seven miles away if your tabs are without cloth. The city hall that replaced the
Nottingham Exchange building in 1927 is the one we see standing today, hosting our Lil J up top. At ten
tonnes, he’s the ﬁfth heaviest bogger of his kind in the country.
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Six roads meet at Canning Circus, ferrying people up and down the hill, and out into the splintering streams of the
city. This meeting of ﬂows has deposited centuries of memories on the land around it, so we take a closer look at
they’ve shaped the delta we see today...
From as early as the eighth century, multifarious lanes and pathways all led to the area
once known as “sandhills”, which we now know today as Canning Circus.
In medieval times, traders and travellers arriving in the dark of night would rest up in
the inns and houses clustered around the junction before making the ﬁnal push into the
city. In the morning, they’d wake to the sounds of the windmills creaking in the breeze,
and the horse-drawn carts of commerce trundling over the earth.
When Queen Victoria was sitting on the throne, the area was still known as Zion
Hill and, in that era of zeal and invention, took on a new role. Much of Nottingham’s
booming manufacturing industry was established and remained there until late into
the twentieth century, with the traﬀic-choked streets carrying the scent of tobacco from
the factories down Alfreton Road.
The sandstone hill already had a dark side by then: as unconsecrated ground,
murderers and people who had committed suicide were buried there. Those who now
call the area home thanks to a wave of residential developments might be blithely
unaware that they’re walking over the bones of centuries’ worth of people deemed
unﬁt for burial in Christian graveyards.
People were wildly superstitious back then, and crossroads were favoured as burial
grounds. It was believed that if a troubled soul with unﬁnished business wanted to
come back and torment their acquaintances, they’d have a harder time ﬁnding them
across all those junctions.
By the Victorian era, we were a bit more enlightened. In 1836, the year before Victoria
took the throne, work was underway to develop the General Cemetery, which
welcomed its ﬁrst permanent resident in 1838. It was a wise move to start preparing
the ground this way, considering the new surge of people coming into the city. In
1801, Nottingham was practically rural, with a population of just 28,801. In 1901 the
population was 239,743, an increase of 732% in one century.
The city’s population exploded, but not for the beneﬁt of most. People found
themselves poverty-stricken and crammed into seething, stinking slums: the perfect
incubators for contagious diseases. The water supply didn’t help. Nottinghamians
used to drink straight from the Trent, with the unﬁltered sewage of everyone who lived
upstream infusing every gulp. And, bear in mind, the Trent goes through Derbyshire
before it gets here. The alternatives weren’t much more salubrious: from one of the
wells up on Zion Hill, the “drinking” water pumped out was found to contain 31.5 grains
of solid eﬀluent per gallon.
As the water cleared up and the century rolled on, the circus took on its modern shape
and the features we see today: the listed building Canning Terrace, which acts as the
gateway to the General Cemetery; the striking rounded redbrick building on the fork

It was believed that if a troubled soul
with unﬁnished business wanted to come
back and torment their acquaintances,
they’d have a harder time ﬁnding them
across all those junctions

words and photo: Benedict Cooper

between Derby Road and Wollaton Street, one of the earliest Boots the Chemist
stores; and the Sir John Borlase Warren pub, named after the Nottinghamshire naval
hero and MP who became an admiral in the Napoleonic wars.
Canning Terrace was built as a series of almshouses for the poor, and was named
after the nineteenth-century politician George Canning, who eventually became Prime
Minister in 1827. As a reforming Tory, rare supporter of Catholic emancipation and
opponent of slavery, he made quite an impression despite only holding the job for four
months; Canning was the last British Prime Minister to die in oﬀice. In 1931, the whole
area picked his name up.
While in one direction Radford, Lenton and Alfreton Road were darkening in soot and
smoke, down another the Ropewalk – or Victoria Street, as it was known then – was
heading for well-heeled grandeur. As the entrance to The Park Estate and the path to
Nottingham Castle, The Ropewalk is striking for its local juxtaposition. Even today,
Canning Circus might be the starkest and most physical border post in Nottingham’s
rich-poor divide.
Some of the most arresting features of the area aren’t visible to a passer-through.
Whether sitting in a historic pub like the Sir John or The Falcon, or a modern-day
jewel like The Footman’s Rest, you could be totally unaware of the labyrinth beneath
your feet.
All 500 or so cave structures in Nottingham are man-made, carved out by hands
and picks for well over 1,000 years. They were largely used as functional storage
rooms, kilns, refrigerators, tanneries and, occasionally, dungeons. But, as the caves
underneath the Sir John Borlase Warren show, they were generally nothing more
than cellars.
One of the magniﬁcent exceptions is close to Canning Circus. Eccentric landowner
Alderman Thomas Herbert commissioned a series of remarkable sculptures, carved
from the sandstone of his newly acquired property. One of these is said to resemble an
Egyptian temple, with a façade of pillars and carvings of gods, goddesses and druids.
Some pictures exist of the mysterious “Columns Cave” within the complex – the
Nottingham Caves Survey has produced a dramatic virtual ﬂythrough of it and many of
the other subterranean warrens of the city – and there is the extraordinary “Daniel in
the Lion’s Den” carving, based on the Old Testament tale.
All these mystery-sprinkled stories are there to be found by those who take the time
to explore. So next time you’re about to zip through Canning Circus, over the graves of
the tortured souls long-gone and the cave of columns below, bear in mind how paths
have crossed for centuries past, on the city’s ancient hill.

On The Production Line
words: Emily Thursfield

illustrations: Natalie Owen

Converted factory buildings can be found on every corner of Nottingham. The machines may be silent
and the buildings now repurposed, but the work undertaken inside those factory walls have left a
lasting impression on the city. In more ways than one…

Health for a Shilling with Boots
When John Boot opened his first herbalist store on Goose Gate in 1849, he was an ill man wanting to supply
the poor with affordable healthcare. After his death in 1860, at the age of just 45, the Boot family could not
have predicted that their son, Jesse, would turn their “cut price” store into the multi-billion pound business it
is today.
Leaving school at just thirteen, by the age of 27 Jesse had taken total control of the business, staying true to
the aim of affordable healthcare with slogans like “Health for a Shilling” and revolutionising the expensive
patent medicine industry by buying ingredients in bulk and paying in cash. He reduced profit margins and
increased sales rapidly.
Boots had opened its second store by 1881, and appointed their first pharmacist. Up until then, all products
were being produced in three cottages on Woolpack Lane. Eventually, Jesse appointed an analytical chemist
and leased three rooms in a factory on Island Street. Seven years later, Boots had taken over the entire site.
By 1891, Jesse had acquired the Pelham Street store – now home to Zara – which he transformed into a health
and lifestyle emporium, and the following years saw the company gain a fine chemical department and
over 200 stores across the country. They were now able to manufacture pharmaceuticals on a large scale
and soon became one of only four UK companies approved the British Medical Research Council to
manufacture insulin.
Jesse’s son, John, took control in the late twenties and acquired the Beeston site, where he expanded their
manufacturing capabilities and created offices for the administrative roles. 1933 saw the opening of the
notorious D10 factory to nationwide acclaim. The innovative features of the building improved efficiency
to the point where the working week was reduced from five and a half days to five with no pay reduction,
helping to set the industry standard across the entire UK. Then, in 1961, the invention and launch of Ibuprofen
by Dr Stewart Adams helped secure the future of Boots stores on the high street.
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The Hosiery Trade
The area around St Mary’s Church is one of the oldest parts of the
city, originally used by the Saxons for trading before it developed
into a residential district of sprawling mansions with extensive
gardens for the wealthy.
Things quickly changed when the hosiery industry entered the area.
Originally, many workers lived and worked on the same premises,
making stockings out of frames in their houses. With the invention
of the mechanised frame in 1589 and a rapidly growing workforce,
by 1750 there was a desperate need for space; grand houses were
torn down or had their gardens built on, resulting in narrow streets
with high-density workspaces that we can still see today.
By the late eighteenth century, men’s trousers knocked stockings
out of fashion, and folk turned their attention to lace. By this time,
there was hardly any room for merchants to build the factories,
showrooms and warehouses they needed, but they refused to leave
the area. The construction of Nottingham Railway Station and the
Post Office in the 1840s did good things for international business,
which was now earning the city between £2-£3million in exports
each year. The merchants turned to the suburbs closest to the
centre; old factories like Roden House in Sneinton are still standing
now, repurposed as business centres and residential flats. The most
recognisable is the Adam’s Building on Stoney Street, which now
houses part of Nottingham College.
Demand for lace declined as the twentieth century continued, and
soon the factories fell into disuse. After some consideration of
knocking them down and starting again, a group of businessmen
decided to repurpose the buildings, and in 1969 the Lace Market was
declared a conservation area, protecting all buildings of historic or
architectural interest, and keeping a bit of character in the area.

The Fag Factories
In 1862, John Player made the journey from his home in Essex to Notts, where he
began working as a drapers assistant, making some quick cash on the side by
selling pre-rolled cigarettes over the counter to his customers. It earned him a
few quid, so in 1878, he bought a small tobacco business based in Broadmarsh to
see how popular his pre-packaged ciggies would be with an already-identifiable
brand. Soon after, he purchased land and built three warehouses in Radford,
known as the Castle Tobacco Factory. John Player’s was born.
After John’s death, his wife and a group of close friends took over the company
until his two sons, William and Dane, were ready to take control. John Player’s
& Sons’ sales soared, to the point that two thirds of all cigarettes sold in Britain
were manufactured in Nottingham by the company. By 1930, they’d become
part of the Imperial Tobacco Group, staff numbers had reached 7,500 and the
company gained a first-class reputation as an employer; they were praised for
high wages, good working conditions, generous bonuses and for offering paid
holiday. Every worker had an allowance of fifty ciggies a week and had access to
a recreation ground on Aspley Lane. Worker satisfaction seemed to be a priority
for the head honchos, who also created a training school for tuition on office
machinery and touch typing.
Players saw many relationships begin inside their factory walls, and generations
of families held down jobs there over the years; working for Players became a bit
of a tradition for many people around these parts. The Horizon Factory opened on
the industrial outskirts of the city in the early seventies, and production continued
despite the raising awareness of the health problems caused by smoking. The
following years brought a growing black market trade and dwindling sales, and in
2016 the Nottingham site was the last remaining cigarette factory in the UK. That
year, Horizon closed its doors, bringing an end to tobacco manufacturing in the
city, and the country, after 130 years.

The Lace Market is still home to many creative
businesses, and preservation of the area’s unique
characteristics continues. Despite racking up stores
in over 25 countries, the head office of Walgreens
Boots Alliance remains in humble Beeston, on the
same 297-acre site that John Boot owned nearly
100 years ago. Plus, while Players might’ve shut
down, there’s still a fistful of food factories still up
and running.
Trade and industry in the city have moved on
significantly, but if you listen carefully, you can
still hear the production-line tales that have
shaped working-class life in Nottingham, all the
way up to today.
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This humble little city we all know and love is steeped in history. No matter
where you are in the world, the utterance of the word “Nottingham” will
instantly draw replies of “Ah, Robin Hood?!” And while everyone is familiar
with our bow-wielding outlaw, Nottingham has been party to many heroes
throughout the ages, some of which were clad in lab coats, not tights...
Arguably the greatest contribution to medicine to come
from Nottingham was the development, and subsequent
improvement, of the Magnetic Resonance Imaging
technology or MRI. At the time of its discovery, the only
choices for looking inside people were the X-ray – which
failed to detail all the squishy bits – or the CT scan, which
comes with all the associated risks of having several
X-rays at once. Not ideal.
The MRI revolutionised medical imaging and
consequently the whole field of diagnostics, and it came
out of our very own Nottingham University thanks to
Sir Peter Mansfield of London and Paul Lauterbur of
Ohio. The duo were awarded the 2003 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine for their work. The University
of Nottingham continues to carry out world-leading
research into medical imaging technology to this day,
and is on the forefront of the field.
In fact, our universities are at the top of the research
game across the board. Over 80% of the research
carried out by the University of Nottingham was deemed
to be “world leading” or “internationally excellent”
by the Research Excellence Framework (REF) in 2014.
Nottingham Trent University, named the 2017 UK
University of the Year in the Times Higher Education
Awards, has been awarded the Queen’s Anniversary Prize
for Higher and Further Education to recognise its worldclass research.
Both universities have several dedicated medical
research facilities that are leaders in their field,
with the University of Nottingham having the
Nottingham Breast Cancer Research Centre in
the Queen's Medical Centre, and Nottingham
Trent being home to the Anthony Nolan Trust
Research Centre, which carries out worldleading research into blood cancers. It’s no
wonder Nottingham is teeming with students.
Hanging around in the medical field, I’d be remiss
to not mention Ibuprofen, which was developed
by a team lead by Dr Stewart Adams. Dr Adams
even went as far as playing guinea pig to his
new invention by being the first to road test
the drug, to nurse a particularly banging
hangover, no less.
Ibuprofen was developed in the
sixties as a safer replacement for
aspirin, and was the first nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory to
be available over the counter. It
earned Dr Adams an OBE in 1987.
Adams and his team were

words: Harry McCormick
illustration: Natalie Owen

research and development staff at Boots; established in
1849 by John Boot, the company now has stores even as
far away as Thailand. No longer in British hands, Boots
was bought out by those pesky yanks, but its Nottingham
legacy lives on to this day.
From people to plants, Professor Don Grierson is a
British geneticist and Emeritus Professor at the University
of Nottingham who identified several plant genes
responsible for the ripening of tomatoes. His work lead
him to develop the first genetically modified tomato
approved for sale in the UK and America, which ripened
more slowly, extending shelf life and diminishing food
wastage. The tomato was used to make a puree that sold
over 1.8 million units to the UK market alone.
It’s not just medical and botanical advancements to
come from Nottingham, however. We’ve had some
pretty big engineering breakthroughs too. It was an
ex Nottingham High School pupil, John Peake Knight,
who invented the traffic light in 1868. At that time, it
was a revolving gas lantern that alternated from red to
green, and was installed at a crossing near the House of
Commons in London.
In keeping with Nottingham's road-safety legacies, the
first road to be tarmacked was in West Bridgford. A
lightbulb moment came to a Mr Edgar Purnell Hooley,
a former County Surveyor at the owd County Council
who was inspired by a spilled barrel of tar someone had
attempted to clean up with gravel. He went on to patent
the process in 1902.
Infrastructure seems to be a particular strong point of
our Nottingham genii. A certain Thomas Hawksley of
the Trent Waterworks Company, often described as
the greatest water engineer of the nineteenth century,
developed the first high-pressure “constant supply”
water system. This was the first of its kind, able to bring
fresh water to people’s homes on demand. It filtered
and pumped water directly from Trent Bridge across
Nottingham, resolving long-term complications with
contamination and difficulty supplying the higher altitude
areas of Nottingham.
This is all just the tip of the iceberg. Nottingham also
lays claim to the development of the flying bedstead
(the progenitor to the Harrier Jump Jet), the discovery of
silicone polymers, the first police forensic laboratory, and
the first radio message sent by police car. There’s a whole
host of other miraculous inventions to come from our old
city, proving that not only are we at the centre of this fine
country, but we’ve done a great job of shaping it too.
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The Good Oil

words: Becky Timmins

We caught up with this month’s cover
and poster artist, Robert Lever...
You’re not from round these parts. What do you reckon
to the city?
Nottingham has a unique identity and positive similarities
to Manchester – where I’m originally from – in that it’s got
a lot of energy, a diverse culture, an impressive industrial
heritage and architecture, great nightlife, friendly people
and a great sense of humour. It’s a real home from home. I
also love that it’s a literary city.
Tell us a bit about this issue’s cover and poster art…
The original is oil paint on canvas. I’ve done paintings of
other places in a similar style and, in retrospect, I think it’s
about the city as a system, where everything is connected.
The architecture, people, history, and culture all interact to
create a unique identity.
Tell us about some of the characters you’ve featured…
I wanted to include people from present and past. I don’t
know the Cockle Man or Patty Dumplin personally, but
they were recommended to me as local celebs who do a
lot of good. There’s also the internationally famous people
like Torvill and Dean and Sheku Kanneh Mason, as well
as a random Notts County fan next to Cloughie, so both
County and Forest are represented. I’m a fan of Sleaford
Mods, so they were definitely in.
How does this piece relate to your wider work?
Systems theory is something I’ve been obsessed with
ever since completing a systems diploma with the OU a
few years ago. Incidentally, I did the residential week at
Nottingham University. In a nutshell, any system, such as
a city, should be “greater than the sum of its parts” and,
ideally, every component should contribute and benefit in
a balanced way. This systems thing is appearing more and
more in my art work.
Where’s your favourite place in Nottingham to visit?
I don’t think I can narrow it down to one place, but I like
to mill around the town centre, often in Hockley. Being
an artist can be fairly solitary and static, so a busy town
centre helps balance the old karma.
If we were a fly on the wall when you’re creating, what
would we find?
Usually me with my head in my hands thinking that the
current piece of work is beyond recovery.
Tell us something else you do when nobody’s looking…
I talk to myself. I even have quite heated arguments.
What do you like to do in your spare time?
Beer, curry, sun, intellectual stimulation, time with friends
and family. Not necessarily in that order, or all at the same
time.
What plans do you have for the future?
I’ve considered myself an aspiring artist for some time,
even though I had a day job in the NHS. However, I’m
about to formally become a full-time starving artist.
Anything else you wanted to say?
Thank you to everyone in Nottingham for being so
welcoming. This city is a great place to be.
leverart.co.uk

Marking the centenary since the death of British artist Harold
Gilman, Nottingham Lakeside Arts’ Djanogly Gallery host the
first extensive survey of his work in over 35 years with Beyond
Camden Town...
Curator James Rawlin has been instrumental
in pulling together this particular selection of
paintings and drawings, made in the last decade
of Gilman’s life. “We are aiming to expand on his
‘greatest hits’ and to explore how he got to the
point where, particularly from 1915 onwards, he
was displaying a real sense of exploration and
development,” he says.
Gilman trained at London’s Slade School of
Fine Art, and was a founding member of the
Camden Town Group: a collective known for
their shared interest in urban life, and who will
feature heavily in Tate Britain’s 2019 blockbuster
Van Gogh and Britain. Gilman’s command of the
medium – predominantly oil paint – is therefore
unsurprising, and the paintings in the first gallery
space are competent, yet subdued.
A fascinating and vibrant trio made between
1913 and 1914 are an exception. The largest of the
three captures an eating house in its entirety; it’s
an unfinished yet spirited depiction that’s so full
of life you can almost hear the plates crashing on
the tables. The second and third pieces focus with
uncomfortable proximity on private conversation
in the same space. There’s a glimmer of reformist
thinking in these works: not simply because of
the representation of different social classes
in humble surroundings, but the shift from a
narrative to a more incommunicative approach. If
paintings are not simply vehicles for storytelling,
what other purpose might they serve?
One of the joys of seeing a comprehensive
body of Gilman’s work is the exposure to that
1915 seismic shift. The artist’s attention moved
markedly from exterior to interior worlds, and
the show takes a pleasingly progressive turn
by the time you enter the second gallery. “They
don’t feel like 100-year-old paintings,” Rawlin
says as we encounter Tea in the Bedsitter: a
series which, in terms of both colour and content,
packs a real punch. Emblems of the everyday
permeate the canvases – from laundry drying to
striking patterned wallpaper – and are almost
celebratory of the mundanity of working-class life
in London.
Searing at times and subtle at others, Gilman’s
application of colour is stylistically removed
from his contemporaries, including his mentor
Walter Sickert, who opted for a darker, more
shadowy approach.

What is also markedly different is Gilman’s
representation of women, which after 1910
became the artist’s almost sole focus. In both
iterations of Tea in the Bedsitter, and likewise
in another series Interiors with Mrs. Mounter,
he depicts single, working women living in
small and tidy rooms in central London. “What’s
important to realise is just how shocking and
‘avant-garde’ these works would have been at the
time,” Rawlin tells me, before pointing one out
that previously belonged to David Bowie.

If paintings are
not simply vehicles for
storytelling, what other
purpose might they serve?
Seen as voyeuristic by some critics, Gilman’s
unwavering commitment to investigating the
independent, interior worlds of women instead
stirs me. If you were to call Gilman’s pursuit
of a modernist agenda into question, the fact
remains that these works preceded the suffrage
movement, and were similarly prescient of World
War One and its implications for women.
Gilman’s sympathetic investigations of people
in claustrophobic pictorial spaces reputedly
irritated Sickert. Yet baulking against his
contemporaries, Gilman revelled in London’s
increasingly conglomerate nature, in terms of
genders, cultures and lifestyles. Today seems like
a particularly pertinent time to revisit Gilman’s
oeuvre, and to celebrate his determined interest
in sectors of society that defied tradition.
As we leave the gallery, Rawlin explains:
“This exhibition marks the move out of living
connection and into historical connection
for Gilman’s work.” Beyond Camden Town is
a colourful and considered look back into a
different world, and it succeeds in highlighting
just how illuminating the process of recollection
can be. Gilman valued the everydayness of life,
breathing colour and light into the inner worlds
of humans in a markedly modernist way, and for
that it certainly warrants such a focused revisit.

Harold Gilman: Beyond Camden Town is showing
at Nottingham Lakeside Arts’ Djanogly Gallery
until Sunday 10 February 2019
lakesidearts.org.uk
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FREE
ENTRY

Saturday 15 December
12pm – 5pm
ALL AGES
We’re celebrating the very best in Nottingham’s emerging craft talent!
Makers, designers and performers from across
the local community showcase their talents with
everything from contemporary jewellery and
African-print clothing to soaps and children’s
toys, plus prints and cards, and much more.
Try some delicious food in our CaféBar and check out
our exhibition, Africa State of Mind, while you’re here.
Remember to bring cash!

Plus:
• live performances by Jasmin Issaka and others
• family-friendly drop-in woodblock printing workshop
• free face painting for children

www.nae.org.uk
0115 924 8630
39 – 41 Gregory Boulevard, Nottingham, NG7 6BE
Opposite The Forest tram stop

Details correct at time of print, see nae.org.uk for latest information

words: Ash Carter
illustration: Natalie Owen

In May 1845, Robert Hopcroft, a 38-year-old Royal Marine from Nottingham, bid a final farewell to his loved ones before
boarding the HMS Erebus at Greenhithe, Kent. Alongside the HMS Terror, his ship was part of the Franklin Expedition,
tasked with circumnavigating one of the final blank spaces on the world map: the Northwest Arctic Passage.
No European had ever managed to find a route through the frozen wilderness of
the Northwest Arctic Passage, but Hopcroft and his 133 crewmates felt confident as
they watched England disappear over the horizon. They sailed upon two of the most
technologically advanced ships of their day, led by arctic veteran Sir John Franklin, with
enough supplies to last five years. Almost a month later, as they rounded the Eastern
entrance to the passage, the ships were spotted by the crews of two European whaling
ships. Those men would be the last Europeans to see the Franklin Expedition alive, as both
ships and every soul on board disappeared without a peep.
It’d been three decades since Napoleon was finally defeated at Waterloo, and England
found herself in the unfamiliar position of being without an enemy to face. Maritime
attention turned to exploration, as unsubstantiated rumours swirled around that a sea route
existed through the Arctic. This route, if it could be found, would provide a lucrative shortcut
for British trading ships travelling to Asia, with the man responsible for its discovery
promised wealth and glory.
Sir John Franklin was an unspectacular choice to lead. A member of the Royal Navy since the
age of fourteen, he was part of an expedition that circumnavigated Australia in 1802, as well
as serving under Lord Nelson at the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805. Already part of three failed
attempts to navigate the Arctic region, Franklin was almost sixty years old and desperately
out of shape by the time he was given his own command in 1845. Desperate for one final
attempt to validate his faltering naval career, Franklin lobbied hard and was eventually
given command.
Other than the fact he was born in Nottingham, little is known of Robert Hopcroft. At the
age of 38, it’s suspected that he’d only managed to attain the rank of private. He was also
the oldest of the twelve marines that accompanied the expedition, even the four sergeants
and corporals were several years his junior.
After three years without word from the expedition, rumours spread around London as to
the fate of the two ships. Franklin’s wife, Lady Jane Franklin, and her friend Charles Dickens
began to ferociously lobby parliament to send a rescue party in order to determine what
had become of her husband. The subject pushed the public into a fever pitch of unanswered
questions. Seamen volunteered in droves, as more than thirty expeditions searched for
clues over the following two decades, desperate to determine the fate of the men.
In 1850, an expedition discovered three graves on Beechy Island, the first palpable evidence
of Franklin’s potential route. Two years later, another expedition, led by John Rae, met
with an Inuit group living a few hundred miles east of where Franklin was expected to
have travelled. Rae was told of forty sailors dragging a small boat, as well as thirty bodies
scattered around a nearby area. The Inuit also divulged that some of those men had been
seen eating the flesh of one of their dead comrades. Knowing that people back home would
need evidence, he was able to purchase several artifacts from the Inuit, including a silver
plate engraved “Sir John Franklin, K.C.H.”
Back in England, the public reacted with incredulity. Clinging to the hope that the expedition
had miraculously survived, their shock turned to vitriol when Charles Dickens publicly
blamed the Inuit group for the disastrous expedition. Without sufficient evidence, the fate of
the Franklin Expedition remained a mystery, but as years passed, dreams of the Terror and
Erebus returning went from slim to impossible.

An 1859 expedition discovered a trail of evidence along the southwestern coast of King
William Island. Along with a boat, two skeletons and a pile of supplies, Lieutenant William
Hobson located two messages. The first, dated 28 May 1847, simply said “Sir John Franklin
commanding the Expedition. All well.” The second was far more ominous. Dated 25 April
1848, it reported that the Erebus and the Terror had been trapped in ice for a year and a
half, and that the crew had abandoned ship three days earlier. 24 men had died, including
Franklin on 11 June 1847, just two weeks after the date of the first note. Francis Crozier,
Franklin’s second, was now commanding the expedition and the 105 survivors planned to
start out on foot.
What had happened in the interim between the two notes? And what caused the Franklin
Expedition to end up in such a disastrous circumstance? It’s doubtless that the ships being
trapped in ice for over eighteen months would have caused significant health problems for
the crew; scurvy was known to decimate maritime crew. Crippled with ailments, starving
and desperately fatigued, the remaining men were challenged to survive on King William
Island, one of the most desolate places in the world.
Lady Franklin passed away in 1875 still not knowing why her husband’s ill-fated expedition
had gone so catastrophically wrong. It would remain one of Britain’s biggest mysteries for
almost 150 years, until an expedition lead by Owen Beattie in 1981 shed some light on the
fate of those that survived long enough to abandon ship in 1847. After exhuming the three
remarkably well-preserved bodies found buried on Beechy Island, tests revealed startling
levels of lead, possibly a result of the tinned provisions kept on board. Stephen Goldner, the
provisioner awarded the expedition’s contract, had just seven weeks to prepare 8,000 tins
of food. This rapid production speed resulted in a severe lack of quality control, meaning
that large amounts of the lead used to solder the cans would drip into the food. The
resulting neurological impairment could have contributed to the premature deaths of older
men like Franklin, and left those that survived with extreme pain, violent mood disorders
and possibly madness.
Subsequent examination of bones discovered on King William Island revealed cut marks
consistent with those achieved by stripping flesh from bone by knifepoint. The Inuit stories
from a century before had been proven true; those who had made it that far had resorted
to cannibalism in order to survive. Further studies also revealed evidence of pot polishing,
which usually occurs in the final stages of cannibalism, when the end of bones are heated in
boiling water and rubbed against a hard surface in order to extract marrow. It was clear that
these men died slowly and in the most horrific circumstances imaginable.
Ironically, Franklin’s failure launched the golden era of Arctic exploration. Those that
followed in search of clues regarding his fate ended up mapping vast areas of the region,
and discovering the completed route through the Northwest Passage in the process. The
fate of the two ships remained unknown until the sunken wreck of the HMS Erebus was
found after 166 years of searching in September 2014, with the HMS Terror discovered in
pristine condition at the bottom of an Arctic bay two years later.
The hastily scribbled notes remain the only written evidence of the expedition, as Franklin’s
ship’s log was never recovered. Without it, much of the expedition will forever remain
a mystery, as will the fate of Nottingham’s Robert Hopcroft. The mystery of whether he
succumbed to exposure to the Arctic conditions, suffered the agonising death of scurvy, was
driven mad by lead poisoning, or survived long enough to live through the unimaginable
hell of cannibalism, died with him on those godforsaken white plains.

words: LP Mills
illustration: Jay Wilkinson

His writing is world-renowned, his creations unforgettable. But there are some things about author and playwright J.M.
Barrie that are not so well documented, including his brief stint as staff writer at a Nottingham newspaper. We take a
deep dive into this strange, implacable man, his time in Nottingham, and the unsavoury rumours that surround him...
Of all the children’s literature that came out of the late Victorian era, few could be as
immediately recognisable as Peter Pan. Star of stage, page and screen, “the boy who
never grew up” has been captivating the hearts and minds of children and adults for just
over a century now.
The story’s creator, James Matthew Barrie, was born in Scotland, in 1860, to a modest,
conservative family, and his life was marked by tragedy from a young age when his older
brother David perished in an ice-skating accident the day before his fourteenth birthday.
David was his mother’s favourite child, and so his death would lead to a fraught and tense
family dynamic that shaped the young Barrie into a very odd little boy.
In order to placate his grieving mother, Barrie would often dress up in his brother’s
clothes, emulate his behaviour, and whistle like him, but this had little effect to comfort
her. Her one consolation was that her favourite boy died a child and would therefore
“never have to grow up”: a thought that no doubt lingered with Barrie for the rest of
his life.
In 1883, fresh out of university and seeking employment, Barrie found himself in the
city of Nottingham, where he worked as staff writer at the Nottingham Journal on the
recommendation of his sister Jane-Anne. Barrie only worked at the Journal for a year
and a half before leaving Nottingham for London, and much of his work consisted of
mundane and unspectacular articles with titles like My Umbrella, The Leafy Month, and
Roses. In many of these articles, Barrie would intentionally seek to shock or beguile
his readers, usually taking on a guise before dropping a controversial opinion or
peculiar witticism.
One important catalyst for his leaving is thought to be an article he wrote anonymously
for the Journal entitled Pretty Boys. A piece of satire, the article discussed the nightmare
of having to deal with a spoiled child, repressing the deep desire to smack the little turd
while simultaneously trying to remain on the good side of the parents. Acerbic, biting,
and occasionally quite funny, the piece was nonetheless met poorly by the readers of the
Nottingham Journal, and by October 1884 Barrie was out of work and out of luck.
This subject of boys, pretty or otherwise, would go on to be a recurring theme in Barrie’s
life. While he himself was childless, Barrie was fascinated and oftentimes obsessed with
children. Much of his writing stemmed from a lifelong interest in playing dress-up games
with the children of family friends, and his personal journaling contains long stretches
discussing the virtues of innocent, prickly, and capricious boys and girls. This has roused a
great deal of suspicion over the years, with a Boston Globe article from 2004 even going
as far as to suggest Barrie may have been a paedophile.
It is, at this point, impossible to gauge the truth of these allegations, but the insinuation
is certainly there. Many of his stories feature children described in loving detail, with
a particularly haunting scene appearing in his novel The Little White Bird. The novel
concerns a childless writer named Captain W, widely agreed to be a proxy of Barrie,
and his daily adventures and interactions around Kensington Gardens. There is a point
in this story in which Captain W befriends a boy, David, who captivates his imagination
and quickly becomes a dear friend: a friendship that culminates in a lavishly descriptive
scene in which, during a sleepover, the captain undresses, bathes, and sleeps beside the
now-naked child.

As with many of the figures in Barrie’s writing, the David of The Little White Bird was
ostensibly based on a figure in his own life: George Llewelyn Davies, the eldest son of
Arthur and Sylvia Llewelyn Davies. Before becoming acquainted with his parents, Barrie
befriended George and his four siblings, forming an intensely close relationship with the
middle child, Peter. As with most of the people Barrie knew, Peter lived a tragic life. Once
Barrie’s writing gained popular acclaim, Peter was hailed as the “real-life Peter Pan”: a
reputation that followed him until his suicide in 1960.
While his contempt for “that terrible masterpiece” was well-documented, it appears that
Peter and his brothers’ friendships with Barrie was genuine. According to Andrew Birkin’s
J.M. Barrie and the Lost Boys, where much of the research for this article came from, the
Llewelyn Davies boys saw “Uncle Jim” as a strange, funny little man who behaved much
like they did. Much like his most famed creation, Barrie appeared to those who knew him
as a stern figure with a laconic wit and true enjoyment of play and peculiarity, or a “boy
who never grew up.” Indeed, allegations of paedophilia were not heard in Barrie’s own
lifetime, and the youngest of the Llewelyn Davies boys, Nico, has been quoted as saying
that “Uncle Jim [never] experienced what one might call 'a stirring in the undergrowth' for
anyone – man, woman, or child.”
This leads us to perhaps the most interesting, and certainly the most tragic, factor in
Barrie’s life: his inability to grow up. Barrie was, by his own admission, a puer aeternis,
or an “eternal child”: an adult “so fond of boyhood that he could not with years become
a man.” This seemed to be a state of constant distress for Barrie, who would often look
upon fellow adults with scorn and disgust. It’s likely, as Nico said, that Barrie was in some
way asexual, and much of his personal writing details the anguish he felt in place of
sexual desire.
Two days before his wedding to Mary Ansell, who would remain his wife until the day he
died, he outlines his anxieties around sex with a simple note to himself: “Boy all nerves.
You are very ignorant. […] Must we instruct you in the mysteries of love-making?”
In many ways, it seems like Barrie’s immaturity was the driving force behind most of his
actions. His writing, which borrowed heavily from the games he played with children,
came from a rich and childish imagination. His friendship with the Llewelyn Davies boys,
while certainly unconventional, is not dissimilar to a lonely child forcing himself into a
family unit in lieu of friends. Even his most famous creation, Peter Pan, was born of his
desire to be like his brother, someone who never grew up.
For Barrie, the purity and innocence of children was something to be idolised, even
embodied, and his consistent inability to attain it caused him a great deal of emotional
discomfort. In fact, it’s almost impossible not to draw parallels between Barrie and one
of the most modern examples of the puer aeternis in popular culture, Michael Jackson.
Controversial, inexplicable, and oftentimes creepy, J.M. Barrie is one of the most peculiar
individuals to have lived in Nottingham. While his time here was short-lived, his stint at
the Nottingham Journal proved to be a blueprint for the rest of his adult life: strange,
cynical, contentious, and nuanced. Now, so far removed from his death and burdened
with the weight of history, it’s impossible to state conclusively whether or not Barrie was
a good man, but in him we find ourselves confronted with a man who, for better or for
worse, found a way to never grow up.

book reviews
There’s no time like Crimbo to get stuck into the printed pages of a new novel or poetry
collection. The turkey’s roasting, the ﬁre’s crackling and the wine’s mulling, giving you
plenty of time to curl up in your stretchy trousers and prepare yourself for a feast of
literary goodness…

Henry Normal
A Normal Family
£8.99, Two Roads
Henry Normal’s
output continues
to be proliﬁc,
bordering on
the superhuman.
However, he’s no
superstar, and
much of his appeal
can be put down
to the fact that
he’s made a long career out of taking
distinctly ordinary materials and turning
them into beautiful things. A Normal
Family is no diﬀerent. It tells the story
of the author’s autistic son, Johnny, and
at times feels like an untidy assemblage
of anecdotes, photographs, parenting
advice, and poems. Yet the book achieves
what Normal has achieved so many times
before: a ﬁne balance between humour,
sadness, and universal human truth.
The writing ranges from conﬁdent to
uncertain, the anecdotes from hilarious
to moving, the poems from simple to
profound. But the focal point is always
Johnny, a son who seems to be an endless
source of inspiration to his father, and the
dynamics and interactions brought about
by Johnny’s condition. Chris Davis
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The Stars Are
Legion
Kameron Hurley
£8.99, Angry
Robot
Birthing babies,
birthing cogs,
and birthing
a new world.
The Stars Are
Legion is a sticky,
visceral space
opera featuring
womb-swapping, gun-blasting women.
It’s fascinatingly gross, and pretty damn
awesome. In a mass of dying, slimily
organic world-ships known as the Legion,
Zan wakes up with no memory. All she
knows is that she has to board the Mokshi
– the only world-ship able to leave the
Legion – and that she really wants to
get freaky with Jayd, whose mother is a
bloodthirsty warlord. Hold your breath
for open space battles between two
rival families, before going on a gnarly
Lord of the Rings-style trek. Hurley’s
all-female science ﬁction is about as soft
and gentle as a H. R. Giger painting. Its
squishy descriptions will thrill body horror
fans, and the characters are in turns
plucky and tragic. Highlights include a
cannibal banquet and ﬁxing a vehicle with
someone’s intestine. Natalie Mills

Epithalamium
Nick Archer
£3.99, Independent
An epithalamium is
a song or a poem,
written especially
for a bride. It’s
also the title of a
new thriller from
Nick Archer. Over
the course of 110
pages, and a similar
number of typos,
we embark on a night of trauma for a
young woman and her kidnapper. Both
characters make desperate attempts to
preserve life over the course of a night in
Notts. It’s an action-fuelled aﬀair, with car
and foot chases taking place on our city
centre streets. Moral questions are posed
and strangers sacriﬁced as the plot drives
through a series of perilous predicaments,
all set against a ticking clock.
Epithalamium is a fast-paced, murderous
tale of desperation but it would have
beneﬁted from the eye of a skilled editor.
Archer could learn much from reading
Jonathan Ames’ You Were Never Really
Here, a book which packs the punch this
one swings for and misses. Nottslit

Sending a Drunk
Text Whilst Sober
Simon Widdop
£8.50,
Plastic Brain Press
Titles are diﬀicult
to come up
with. It can take
months, even
years, of feverish
brainstorming to
come up with a
title that reﬂects
the heart and soul of a book. Thankfully,
Simon Widdop has nailed it, as Sending
a Drunk Text Whilst Sober is pretty much
a spot-on description of its content.
Widdop’s debut collection, Drunk Text is
a pop-punk smorgasbord that seeks to
put the world to rights, be that through
criticisms of social media, austerity
politics, racism, or consumerism. There
is some tenderness here too, as Widdop
recounts declarations of aﬀection to
an unnamed partner through a grimy,
booze-tinted haze. A pleasant, quick read
for the alternatives among you, Drunk
Text is a rock’n’roll love letter in line with
punk poet Joolz Denby. While the ground
it treads is well travelled, with its tirades
against the social ills of today, it makes for
an eﬀective debut and an ideal stocking
ﬁller. LP Mills

Find your
voice in a City
of Literature
with NTU
Develop your passion for
the written and spoken
word with our postgraduate
courses.
Where better to study the English language than
in a UNESCO City of Literature? Join a long line of
prolific Nottingham writers and creatives, honing
your craft with the guidance of our passionate
academics.
We offer postgraduate courses in:
• English literary research
• linguistics
• creative writing

Come along to our next open event to
speak to our students and academics
and find out more.
Wednesday 30 January 2019
Pavilion building, Clifton Campus
4 pm – 6.30 pm

www.ntu.ac.uk/pgevents

LeChuck
Burn Down the Internet (EP)

If you’re from Nottingham and want to get
added to our music writers list, or get your
tunes reviewed, hit us up on:
editorial@leftlion.co.uk

In spite of what Coldplay’s success has
taught us, predictability is the enemy
of good rock music. Just because you’re
lining up as a classic-rock four-piece,
it doesn’t mean you have to toss out
insipid songs about puzzles missing
pieces. No, what you want to be doing
instead is naming yourself after an
undead pirate captain and conjuring up a joyous alchemy of jerky
time signatures, spiky riﬀs and interlocking vocals. The lyrics here
are often opaque, but it’s surely better to hint at hidden depths
than to spell everything out and reveal how shallow you really are.
Haunted Gauss features a lyrical echo of Rage Against the Machine’s
Know Your Enemy. It’s hardly a criticism to say that LeChuck don’t
quite manage to match the peerless ferocity of Rage – that’s
a pretty high bar – but it’s impossible not to love the attempt.
Compromise! Conformity! Assimilation! Submission! Ignorance!
Hypocrisy! Brutality! The elite! All of which are American dreams. Ah,
you had me at hello boys. Tim Sorrell

Vincent Bella
The Dark Side Pulling at Us (Album)

Vertical Noise
It’s Not What You Think (EP)

Vincent Bella’s debut album has pulled work
from artists across the globe, including
Ukranian pianist Lubomyr Melnyk. The tracks
range from real toe-tappers, to slowed-down,
soulful ballads. I Collect Female Hearts is a
standout track that mixes Bella’s incredible
voice and rustic acoustic chords with the expert piano work of Melnyk.
They make an astounding duo, each artist complementing the other’s
unique sound. As a whole, the album spans a range of genres, from
jazz to blues, venturing in to the area of pop-rock for songs like The
Pollen of War. Now based in Berlin, Bella is ﬂying the Nottingham ﬂag
proudly to a hoard of German fans. Alexandra Chrysotomou

Vertical Noise’s latest EP mixes punk, indie
and grunge to make a massive, in-yourface sound that both hardcore and more
traditional rock fans can appreciate. If
you’re a fan of Muse or Bloc Party then this
impressive twist on the alt-rock genre is well
worth a listen. Five tracks constitute a well-layered record that left
me headbanging to heavy metal one minute, and concentrating
on slower-paced, more subdued verses the next. It’s Not What You
Think sounds as polished as every good alt-rock record should, but
still has its own distinctive raw sound. It’s a conﬁdent and versatile
EP, with punky lyrics and powerful choruses that’ll have you singing
along with your ﬁst in the air. Ellis Maddison

Star Botherers
Happy Angry (Album)

Molars
Tight, But Not Groundbreaking (EP)

Star Botherers have returned with Happy
Angry: a comical folk album made up of
fourteen tracks. Despite tackling some of
life’s deeper subjects, the boys don't take
themselves too seriously, openly mocking
death, money and politics. You'll ﬁnd yourself chuckling like a little
kid at some of their lyrics. My personal favourites are Star Wars Bride
and When Dave’s Dead. From start to ﬁnish, the carefree band will
have you laughing at the relatable lyrics about everyday problems,
and the witty one-liners that don’t let up. Plus, they actually make
some good points among all the tomfoolery. Unique, funny and
creative, Star Botherers have made an album that’s sure to have your
feet tapping. Ryan Muress

Molars are comfortably pop-punk. This ﬁvetrack EP oﬀers upbeat riﬀs, catchy lyrics and
tracks that’ll stick, but the band’s promise is
overshadowed by the songs’ similarities and
overworked melancholy lyrics. In short, the EP
title saved us a job and summarised the songs:
the track list is promisingly tight, but is by no means groundbreaking.
The album’s highlight falls to the guest vocals of Pure Noise Records’
Lizzy Farrell on No Words, and opening song White Walls. After the
opening two songs, everything else feels lost in-between. That said,
Molars are deﬁnitely showing potential. Give the band a couple years
and they’ll no doubt be the new faces of pop-punk. Zoya Raza-Sheikh

NUSIC
BOX

Your new Notts music tip sheet, as compiled by Nusic’s
Sam Nahirny. Want more? Check out the fortnightly
podcasts and live sessions on the Nusic website.

Megatrain

Nebula

A bit weird, but bloody wonderful. The duo, made up of Tiger
and Felix MB, create a beautiful mish-mash of electronic sounds,
harmonised vocals, and interesting lyrics. They’re basically musical
theatre, and that’s reﬂected in everything they do, from their
bizarre music videos through to their outlandish live performances.
You never know what they’re gonna do next, and that air of
mystery is really addictive. Either way, from the few songs we’ve
heard – plus their musical heritage as solo artists – we know
there’s an exciting future ahead of ‘em. Mega, you might say.

“I just wanna sell out and make pop music.” That’s the Twitter bio
of Nebula. The emcee has already managed to bang together a
catalogue featuring out-and-out pop smashes, biographical hip
hop, and aggressive, destructive grime. And, the most important
bit, it’s all equally sick. Dive could be all over daytime radio.
And then there are certain tracks that’d blow the mind of grime
producers across the country. It’ll either be one of those pop
smashes that takes him to superstardom, or he’ll become the next
underground grime sensation.

facebook.com/megatrainmusic

soundcloud.com/nebulamusicswe
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Fantastic Live Music
every Friday night
from 8:30pm

Downstairs function room ‘The Understudy’
available for special acts or for hire
Call 0115 948 1592 for details
24 Broad Street
Nottingham, NG1 3AN
/The Lord Roberts

DELIlah
favourites
hamper 1

Christmas
Hampers
2018/2019

www.DeliliahFineFoods.co.uk

CHOCTASTIC
HAMPER

3

ways to buy

Choose a hamper in three
easy options:
1. Choose from one of our
pre-designed hampers.
2. Give us a theme and budget
then leave it up to our staff.
3. Create your own hamper!

BUY 10 GET 10% OFF
__________________________________________
Nottingham: 0115 948 4461

We sell

Stewarts of Trent Bridge
Unit 31, Avenue C
Sneinton Market
Nottingham
NG1 1DW

•

www.DelilahFineFoods.co.uk

Gift subscriptions
Barista items
Coffee Gift packs
Christmas coffees
and much more
Check out our website

www.stewartscoffees.co.uk

Kushi-Ya
Skew Fix

Kushi-Ya now lives where the venerable
Alley Cafe used to. The small space has
been stripped back and made to feel
spacious with exposed beams, woodpanelled walls and traditional Japanese
robes adorning them. Through a huge
aperture, chefs work fastidiously over a
long, charcoal grill.
We started with the prawn shumai
(£3.50): soft dumplings served on a
small pool of light broth. I nodded
to my dining partner; this was
looking good.
From the small plates and skewers
menu, we ordered salmon tataki
(£6.50): medallions of salmon seared
on the outside with a citrusy, ponzustyle sauce, and sticky rice furikake
(£3.50): “furikake” meaning “sprinkle

over”. Traditionally, chefs top the rice
with their own dry seasoning and KushiYa’s is shiitake mushroom powder,
kombu seaweed, aonori, mixed sesame
seeds, beetroot powder and salt.

laced with all the essential marinades that
give it a great deep yellow hue. Finally,
we had the Escovitch ﬁsh with pickled
vegetables: tangy, yet ﬁlled with natural
sweetness in each bite.

The tofu katsu skewers (£3.50) were
so good we ordered them twice. The
tofu came coated in crispy panko
crumbs and served with katsu sauce
for drizzling. We also sampled the
beef skewers (£5) and the chickenthigh skewers (£4.50), and both were
exceptional. We also went for the
grilled avocado (£5) topped with crispy
shallots and yuzu kosho; a blended
paste of green chilli and zest from the
yuzu fruit.

With everything, we had the classic
coconut-laced rice and peas, endless salad,
and Chez’s famous homemade coleslaw.
Also the steamed vegetables – callaloo and
cabbage cooked with onions and peppers –
are a must-have.

Each dish is presented as if designed
purely for the ‘gram, but there’s a
relaxed vibe and it’s all about the
ﬂavours and delicate respect of
ingredients. There’s nothing too spicy
or in your face, but they’re not afraid
to be brave; duck-heart skewers have
featured on the specials board.
Their lunch oﬀer of a snack, two
skewers and rice for a tenner is great
value. If you like Japanese food and
enjoy tapas-style eating, you should
check out Kushi-Ya. Ash Dilks

Chez Coors
‘Tis the Seasoning
You might remember this place from
Mansﬁeld Road. Now in newly-renovated
premises on Lower Parliament Street, Chez
Coors has the same great yellow decor,
friendly staﬀ, and sense of warmth when
you walk in. But these days, it prides itself
on being the city’s only all-you-can-eat
Jamaican restaurant.
We started with the soup of the day: oxtail.
Tender meat fell oﬀ the bone in a broth
ﬁlled with dumplings, yams, carrots, spices
and lots of thyme. With a side helping
of fried festival dumplings, it’s a real
winter warmer.
For our mains: the wonderfully marinated
jerk chicken made with Chez’s own
seasoning, ackee and saltﬁsh cooked down
in peppers and onions, and curry mutton

The lunch buﬀet is £12 per person, and
each serving is around the £5 mark for
takeaways. They’ve got a new licensed
bar; think Red Stripe lager on tap, or a
hefty shot of Wray & Nephews to wash
that ackee down. Then there’s a range
of Jamaican soft drinks and homemade
punches to choose from.
This Christmas, if you get fed up of all the
turkey and Yorkshire puds, get yersen dahn
to Chez Coors. It’s not gonna murder your
pockets, but your belly will be full and
there’s loads to choose from. You’ll be in
for a bless-up evening! Curtis Powell

54 - 60 Lower Parliament Street, NG1 3BA.
0115 941 5556
chez-coors.co.uk

1A Cannon Court (oﬀ Angel Row) NG1
6JE. 0115 941 1369
kushi-ya.co.uk

From the Biggest Bites section, we
chomped on chicken thighs (£11). This
isn’t your usual boozer-based chicken
and chips, however. Conﬁted in a rich,
barbecue sauce with fries and creamy
‘slaw, and crowned with a brilliantly
brittle shard of chicken skin, this chook
died a noble death.

Junkyard
In The Trunk
You won’t ﬁnd any old junk at Junkyard.
When we heard there was a new menu,
we popped in for something to eat.
Head chef Jono talked us through the
food; his ethos is all about taking pub
classics, using quality, locally sourced
ingredients, and giving a
twist you won’t ﬁnd in your local
Hungry Horse.
We selected a few dishes from the Bites
section ﬁrst. Beer-butter prawns (£6.50)
came shell-on, meaning devilishly
ﬁlthy ﬁngers to devour the sweet, juicy
boggers with. Then we had the salty,
fried padron peppers (£5) and plumped
for the ubiquitous mac and cheese
(£6). Stop searching for dairy pasta
perfection. It’s here. Gorgeously gooey
cheese is cut through by gin-macerated
onions that give a comforting but
exciting forkful. Mac-niﬁcent.

With a bitterly cold wind up, it was time
for a nice, hot pud. The sticky toﬀee
pudding (£5) came with an indulgent,
hazelnut-porter-laced toﬀee sauce
cloaking soft sponge, plus honeycomb
and ice cream.
Junkyard is best known for its ace craft
beers, and the knowledgeable staﬀ
selected a couple of real rippers. Wylam
and Whiplash collab Veer Towards
Chaos (7%, £4.70 for two thirds)
complemented the rich food, while the
berry notes of Pomona Island’s Don’t
Fear the BIPA (6.5%, £4.50 for two
thirds) matched the pud perfectly.
The companion’s Warner Edwards
rhubarb G&T (£6.25) was also a delight,
I was assured.
With the beloved brunch menu now
back too, it’s time to jog on down to
Junkyard. Shariﬀ Ibrahim

12 Bridlesmith Walk, Nottingham NG1
2HB. 0115 950 1758
facebook.com/junkyardnottingham
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Ditch the mainstream shops. Notts’ local businesses have gorrit all.
Everything you need, duck. Bar none. Here are some of the best little
places on and off the high street, and the prime wares they’ve got
stashed under their belt...
photos: Curtis Powell

Jewellery by Dansk Smykkekunst
Contemporary earrings, necklaces,
rings and bracelets, made by Danish
designers.
£15 – £40

Day Tripper by Dita Eyewear
Cat-eye-shape sunglasses made
from fine Japanese acetate, with a
gold metal trim.
£690

Gray & Bull Styling Opticians
The oldest opticians in Nottingham,
selling niche eyewear from around the world.

Behind the Red Door
5 Pelham Street, NG1 2EH
0115 941 8121
grayandbull.co.uk

A gift boutique selling homeware, fashion
accessories, greeting cards and stationery.

Death Deflector VHS T-shirt
by Some Kind of Nature
Original design, rear print,
high-quality 100% cotton, and
a right flattering fit.

Nottingham Scenes
by Rawson Photography
A range of coasters and framed
prints of locations around the city.
£2.50 – £150

Made in Nottingham

Proper local gift shop, with items by over forty
local designers, creators and crafters.
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Some Kind of Nature

Downstairs in Broadmarsh
@madein_nottm

11 Weekday Cross, NG1 2GB
0115 950 2564
@behindthereddoor

Nottingham-born clothing brand, heavily
influenced by motorbikes and all things
eighties.

£28

Upstairs in Broadmarsh
@skonstyle

Sear by Kaleos EyeHunters
These Barcelona designers
assemble and mould each pair
of glasses by hand.

Loxley Opticians &
Eyewear Experts

Specialists in independent eyewear,
offering eye tests, contact lenses, glasses
and sunglasses.

Dinosaur String Lights by Disaster
Forget fairy lights. Get these
prehistoric dinos splashing some
colour about.
£27.50

£180

32 Friar Lane, NG1 6DQ
0115 837 5960
beloxley.com

The Tokenhouse

A family-run gift and card shop in Nottingham
city centre, established in 1973.

Basic Barista Class
by 200 Degrees
A casual beginner’s class for home
enthusiasts, and hospitality industry
hopefuls.
£75

200 Degrees Coffee Shop

A speciality coffee shop, serving handcrafted
food and coffee from their local roast house.

16 Flying Horse Walk, NG1 2HN
0115 8373150
200degs.com

Craft Beer Cans and Bottles
The bottle shop fridges shine bright
with fresh beers from around the
globe.
£3 – £10

Junkyard

A specialist craft beer shop, jammed full
of bottles and cans for drinking in or
taking home.

Sence Jewellery
by Sence Copenhagen
Jewellery influenced by the moods
and colours of the season.
From £20

Stick and Ribbon

Independent ladies clothing boutique of jeans,
dresses, knitwear and accessories.

4 Bridlesmith Walk, NG1 2HB
0115 941 4555
stickandribbon.com

4-6 St Peters Gate, NG1 2JG
0115 950 2121
@thetokenhouse

12 Bridlesmith Walk, NG1 2HB
0115 9501758
junkbars.com

Gourmet Mince Pie Flask
Each sweet tastes of lovely
Christmas spices. Also available
in mulled-wine flavour.
£11.95

Treat Kitchen

More than just your average sweet shop.
Think cherry-Bakewell fudge and gin-andtonic gummies.

21 - 23 Wheeler Gate, NG1 2NA
0115 941 1661
thetreatkitchen.co.uk

leftlion.co.uk/issue108
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Iglooghost: Q&A
and Production
Workshop
ic
nM

When? Thursday 13
December, 5.30pm
Where? Metronome
How much? £8.80
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One of the most innovative electronic producers of our
generation, Iglooghost is coming to pass on ideas and
inspiration to your lot with a workshop and Q&A session.
He was signed to a major label when he was just eighteen
and has released a fistful of successful EPs and albums, so
it’s clear he knows what’s up. Get involved.
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New Year’s Comedy

When? Monday 31 December, 7pm
Where? Glee Club
How much? £26
This year, Glee Club are hosting a New Year’s Eve
party that’ll start with comedy and food, and end with
a midnight countdown and DJ sets to keep the party
going through the night. No better way to end the year
than with belly laughs and a fancy-pants dinner.
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Big White Shed
Pantomimes and
Nursery Rhymes

When? Saturday 15 December,
5.30pm
Where? Debbie Bryan’s
How much? £4

Join with the poets of the city as they recite fairytales
from days past, but not as you’ve ever heard ‘em
before. Big White Shed is a community of local
bards, and on this not-so-silent night, you’ll be able
to clock some of ‘em creatively retelling classic
stories – and perhaps going a bit off-piste – in the
magical and cosy setting of our Debbie’s tea room.
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What’s on?
SATURDAY 1 DEC

SUNDAY 2 DEC

MONDAY 3 DEC

TUESDAY 4 DEC

WEDNESDAY 5 DEC

🎄 Christmas Lights Switch On
Beeston Square
Free, 4.30pm

♫ Nottingham Harmonic
Choir: Messiah
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£18 - £24, 3pm

👪 The Discovery Award
Association Meeting
Dunkirk and Old Lenton Community
Association
Free, 10am

📖 Poetry from Liz Berry
Five Leaves Bookshop
£3, 7pm

🔧 Visual Arts: Interiors
Lakeside Arts Centre
£80 - £100, 6.30pm

👪 Knit and Natter
Bulwell Library
Free, 10am

♫ The Headhunters
Peggy’s Skylight
£20, 7pm

♫ Christmas in the City
The Albert Hall
£4 - £6, 7pm

👪 Free Life Coaching
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 5pm

📣 How to Become A Leader
The Newton Building, Nottingham
Trent University
Free, 6pm

🎭 Luke Wright
Metronome
£5 - £10, 7pm

😂 Ross Noble El Hablador
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£25, 8pm
🏬 Etsy Made Local Nottingham
NTU Students Union
Free, 10.30am
🎥 Happy New Year + Q&A
with director Ben Wheatley
Broadway Cinema
£4.50 - £9, 8pm

🔧 Fragrant Festive Garland
Debbie Bryan
£28, 11am
🎥 Some Like It Hot: Strum-Along
Broadway Cafe Bar
£3.60 - £9, 2.45pm
♫ Flamenco Alma Gitana
Bonington Theatre
£10 - £12, 7.30pm

🏬 Christmas on The Avenues
Sneinton Market Avenues
Free, 11am

🔧 Painterly Monoprints
Lakeside Arts Centre
£35 - £55, 10am

♫ Nadim Teimoori Quintet
Peggy’s Skylight
£9, 7pm

♫ China Shop Bull + Captain
Hotknives + The Collective
+ Mollusca
The Maze
£9, 6pm

🎩 No Surrender! How
Nottinghamshire Women
Won the Vote
Bromley House Library
Free, 10.30am
🍷 Bottomless Brunch
Rescue Rooms
£15, 11am

♫ Nicola Farnon Trio
Peggy’s Skylight
£6 - £8, 2pm
♫ Graveyard
Rescue Rooms
£18.15, 7.30pm

♫ Katie Melua
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£19.50 - £129, 7.30pm
🎭 auROARa Drama Group
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 6pm
📖 Christmas Spirits:
Writing Ghost Stories
Nottingham Writers Studio
£10 - £14, 6.30pm
♫ Triple Cooked:
Christmas Carnival
Stealth
11pm
👣 ROH: The Nutcracker
Savoy Cinema
£11 - £13.50, 7.15pm
♫ As December Falls
Rough Trade
£7 - £8, 7pm

♫ Gucci Gang
Stealth
£3, 10pm

📣 Knitting the Gap: Textiles
Meets Architecture
Nottingham Trent University
Free, 9.30am

📖 The Craft of Writing:
Development Sessions
Nottingham Writers Studio
£5 - £9, 7pm

♫ Andy’s Drum Circle
Malt Cross
£3 - £5, 7pm

♫ Notts in a Nutshell
The Maze
£3, 7.30pm
♫ All Saints
Rock City
£32.45, 7pm

♫ The Human League
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£38 - £75, 7.30pm
🎄 Christmas Spectacular
Nottingham Trent University
£5 - £10, 7.30pm

THURSDAY 6 DEC

FRIDAY 7 DEC

SATURDAY 8 DEC

SUNDAY 9 DEC

MONDAY 10 DEC

♫ Festival of Lessons and Carols
St Mary’s Church
Free, 7.30pm

🎩 Beauty in the Details
Debbie Bryan
£10, 2pm

🍺 Homebrew Share and
Tasting With Totally Brewed
The Overdraught
Free, 7.30pm

♫ DirtyDiscoSoundsystems
The Angel Microbrewery
Free, 9pm

🎨 Nightclubbing: Drink Deep
From The Light of The Universe
New Art Exchange
Free, 3pm

♫ Carol Concert
with Sinfonia Chorale
Patchings Art Centre
7.30pm

📣 Catalonia Reborn, with
Chris Bambery
Five Leaves Bookshop
£3, 7pm

♫ From The Jam
Rock City
£27.50, 6.30pm

👣 The Gilded Merkin:
Burlesque and Cabaret
The Glee Club
£15 - £16.50, 6pm

🎤 Clickbait #8 Poetry
and Open Mic
JamCafé
Free, 7pm

♫ Christmas Show
The Albert Hall
£8 - £14, 4pm

♫ Exploring Sinatra’s Repertoire:
The Andrew Wood Trio with
Chris Young
Beeston Library
£8 - £10, 7.30pm

♫ The Bootleg Beatles
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£25.50 - £31.50, 7.30pm
♫ EMOM Xmas Party
The Chameleon Cafe Bar
Free, 7pm
👊 Paradox Wrestling
Riley’s Sports Bar
£10, 6.30pm
👪 Fundraiser for the Homeless
The Maze
Free - £6 , 7pm
📣 Emma Smith
Primary
Free, 6pm
♫ Stepback! The 90s
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
£51.30 - £125.90, 7.30pm
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♫ Rævolution
The Old Salutation Inn
Free, 8pm
💃 Macky Gee
The Brickworks
£12 - £20, 10pm
🏬 Christmas Fête
Backlit
Free, 6pm
♫ Brown Lion Zoo
JT Soar
£3 - £4, 7.30pm
💃 The ABBA Disco
Stealth
£5.50, 10pm
♫ Electric Swing Circus + The
Ollie Green Quintet + DJs
The Maze
£12.50, 8.30pm

📢 Afrodisiac: 1st Birthday Bash
Bunkers Hill
Free, 9pm
🔧 Seasonal Glass Gifts
With Stevie Davies
Focus Gallery
£38, 10.30am
📖 How to Beat Writers Block
Nottingham Writers Studio
£18 - £22, 1pm
🎭 Rhymes Against Humanity
Metronome
£10, 7.30pm
👪 Uncanny Christmas
Primary
£6.50 - £42, 6pm
📣 The Outsiders: Live on Stage
Savoy Cinema
£10, 7pm

🏃 Mikkeller Running Club
Brew Cavern
Free, 11.30am
📖 Nottingham Print
and Publishing Fair
Malt Cross
Free, 11am
♫ Simply Sinatra
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£19.50 - £36.50, 3pm
♫ Mariah Carey
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
£51.30 - £235.90, 7.30pm

📣 Feal the Beat Pro #3:
Publishing and Rights
Metronome
3pm
♫ Paul Carman
Bonington Theatre
£6.50 - £8, 7.30pm
🎲 The Imara Pub Quiz
The Maze
£2, 7pm
♫ Steve ‘n’ Seagulls
Rescue Rooms
£16.50, 7.30pm

TUESDAY 11 DEC

WEDNESDAY 12 DEC

THURSDAY 13 DEC

FRIDAY 14 DEC

SATURDAY 15 DEC

👪 Knit and Natter
Bulwell Library
Free, 10am

🔧 Momo Making
New Art Exchange
Free, 6.30pm
🎨 Wednesday Walkthrough:
See Red Women’s Workshop
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 2pm

😂 Just The Tonic: Big Christmas
Bash with Jonny Vegas
The Belgrave Rooms
£17, 6.45pm

♫ Note-Ability
West Bridgford Baptist Church
£5 - £8, 6.30pm

🎭 The Madness of George III
Savoy Cinema
£11 - £13.50, 7pm

📣 Style in My DNA, with
Lorna Holder
Five Leaves Bookshop
£3, 7pm
🎤 The Broken Word: Spoken
Word Open Mic Night
The Running Horse
Free, 8.30pm

📢 Subtone Society:
Winter Wheel Ups
The Angel Microbrewery
Free, 9pm

🎨 Gallery Tour: Harold Gilman
Djanogly Art Gallery
Free, 1pm

🎥 Broadway’s Mystery Film
Broadway Cafe Bar
£3.50, 6pm

♫ Carducci Quartet +
Benedict Kloeckner Cello
Djanogly Recital Hall
£10 - £18, 7.30pm

♫ One More Tour: A Tribute
to Dan Wild Beesley
JT Soar
£6 - £8, 7pm

🎨 SheAfriq Art Dates
New Art Exchange
Free, 6.30pm

♫ Sundaze
The Bodega
£5.50, 7pm

♫ Iglooghost Q&A and
Production Workshop
Metronome
£8, 5.30pm

♫ New Purple Celebration:
The Music of Prince
Rock City
£21.45, 6.30pm

♫ Cosmic American Music 20th
Anniversary Party
The Maze
Free, 7.30pm

♫ The Fab Two Beatles Duo
The Lord Roberts
Free, 9pm

🎥 Free Solo + Live Q&A
Broadway Cafe Bar
£4.50 - £9, 6pm
♫ Exploring Sinatra’s Repertoire:
The Andrew Young Trio with
Chris Young
The Worksop Library
£8 - £10, 7.30pm
📣 GameCityFights: The
Christmas Special
Metronome
£8, 7pm
👪 Blue Stockings Bring & Buy
Celebration Lunch
THINK Creative Space: Cobden
Chambers
£15 - £20, 10am

😂 NCF Comedy Night
Canalhouse
£1, 8pm
♫ Glowrogues
Peggy’s Skylight
£4 - £5, 7pm
🎲 Kitty’s Quiz: Disney Night
Brew Dog
£3.50, 8pm
🎤Crosswords Open Mic
The Cock and Hoop
£2, 7.30pm
📖 Harnessing Emotion
Nottingham Writers Studio
£25, 6.30pm

🏬 Craft + Culture Fair
New Art Exchange
Free, 12pm
💃 Desert Storm Sound System
The I Club
£6 - £8, 10pm
🎤 Big White Shed Poetry Night
Debbie Bryan
£4, 5pm
🎄 Family Christmas Concert
The Albert Hall
£8.50 - £12.50, 12.30pm
👪 CBeebies Christmas Show:
Thumbelina
Broadway Cafe Bar
£4.50 - £9, 1.30pm
🔧 Traditional Living Wreath
with Botanic Blooms
Focus Gallery
£45, 10.30am

♫ Daddy Issues + Paws
The Bodega
£9.90, 7pm

📣 Adventures in Fashion Finance
The Newton Building, Nottingham Trent
University
Free, 6pm

SUNDAY 16 DEC

MONDAY 17 DEC

TUESDAY 18 DEC

WEDNESDAY 19 DEC

THURSDAY 20 DEC

🎭 Red Riding Hood
Djanogly Theatre
£8.50, 11.30am

📣 The Golden Age of Pantomime
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
Free, 1pm

🎨 Knit and Natter
Bulwell Library
Free, 10am

🎥 All That Heaven Allows
Nottingham Contemporary
£5, 6.30pm

♫ Dom Pipkin
Peggy’s Skylight
£6 - £8, 2pm

♫ Travis
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£27.50 - £47.50, 7.30pm

💻 Introduction to 3D Printing
Nottingham Trent University
Free, 9am

🎤 Understudy Open Mic
The Lord Roberts
Free, 8pm

🎤 All Sorts of Folk
Open Mic Night
The Running Horse
Free, 8.30pm

♫ Tash Bird
Thorn Tree
Free, 7pm

🎥 White Christmas
Broadway Cafe Bar
£3.90, 1pm

♫ The Hallé Christmas Concert
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£10 - £35.50, 7.30pm

♫ Charity Singalong
The Hand and Heart
Free, 7.30pm

🎄 Christmas Bog Band Party
The Federation Club
£6 - £8, 8pm

🎥 Peterloo
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 2.30pm

🎄 Christmas Variety Show
Bonington Theatre
£8, 7.15pm

🎄 Christmas BBQ +
Orchard Lights
St Anns Allotments
Free, 11am

🎥 Juliet, Naked
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 7.30pm

🎭 An Evening of
Christmas Cheer
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£8 - £10, 7pm

🎄 Milk & Carols
Malt Cross
Free, 11am
♫ Stranger Flings 2:
Mingle All the Way
The Maze
£5, 7pm
🎄 Christmas Wine Tasting
The Overdraught
£12.50, 7pm

📣 Rights Lab Talk: Modern
Slavery in Comparative
Perspective
Djanogly Art Gallery
Free, 1pm

🎥 Peterloo
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 2.30pm
🎥 Juliet, Naked
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 7.30pm

♫ Rise of the Tomahawk
Rough Trade
Free, 6pm

🎭 Gran Teatre Del Liceu,
Barcelona: L’italiana in Algeri
Savoy Cinema
£9 - £11, 7pm

🍺 Whiskey Tasting
The Alchemist
£15, 6.30pm

💻 Introduction to Laser Cutting
Nottingham Trent University
Free, 12.30pm

🔧 Paper Cutting Christmas Cards
Malt Cross
£12, 6.30pm
♫ Archie EP Launch
Rough Trade
Free, 7pm
♫ Sex Pissed Dolls
Rock City
£16.50, 6.30pm
👪 The Elves and the Shoemaker:
Relaxed Performances
Nottingham Playhouse
£10, 10.30am

📖 Coaching for 500 Words
Nottingham Writers Studio
£7, 10am & 2pm

♫ A West End Christmas
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£17.50 - £27.50, 7.30pm
♫ Big Neonatal Appeal Gig
The Maze
£5, 7pm
♫ The ACDC Experience
The Southbank Bar - Nottingham City
£5 - £6, 7.30pm
👪 Christmas Murder Mystery
National Justice Museum
£33.99, 6.30pm
♫ Fleets + Dream Deep
+ Jake Burns
The Chameleon Cafe Bar
£5, 7pm
🎥 Peterloo
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 7.30pm
♫ Myrkur
Rescue Rooms
£16.50, 6.30pm
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What’s on?
FRIDAY 21 DEC

SATURDAY 22 DEC

SUNDAY 23 DEC

MONDAY 24 DEC

TUESDAY 25 DEC

♫ Peggy’s Christmas Party with
Manière des Bohémiens
Peggy’s Skylight
£10, 7pm

🎭 Red Riding Hood
Djanogly Theatre
£8.50, 11.30am

🎭 Bolshoi Ballet: The Nutcracker
Savoy Cinema
£11 - £13.50, 3pm

🎄 Christmas Eve Sing Along
Southbank City Bar
Free, 1pm

🎄Christmas Community Lunch
Fenton Court, Old Basford
Free, 8am – 3pm

♫ Kidsophonic at the Circus
The Albert Hall
£5 - £8, 10.30am

♫ The Gruffalo’s Child
+ Stick Man
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£13 - £22.50

🎄 Christmas Eve with
Electric Lemon Band
The Hop Pole
Free, 9pm

🎄Christmas Community Lunch
Manor Road, Keyworth
£5, lunch time

♫ Kazabian
The Southbank Bar - Nottingham City
£5 - £6, 7.30pm

🎄 Frozen
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 11am

🎄Christmas Community Lunch
Homestead Community Centre, Kirkby in
Ashfield
Free, all day

♫ Bevox: It Feels Like Christmas
The Albert Hall
£4.50, 4pm

🎄 It’s A Wonderful Life
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 2.30pm

WEDNESDAY 26 DEC

♫ The Dice Shakers
The Trent Navigation Inn
Free, 9pm

🎥 The Nutcracker & The
Four Realms
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 2:30pm

🎄 The Goldleaf Duo Presents
1980s Christmas
The Lion at Basford
Free, 9pm

♫ Phlexxmas Special
Rough Trade
£3.30, 7pm

♫ Big Band at Christmas
Bonington Theatre
£14 - £16, 7.30pm

🎄 Christmas Eve at the Nav
The Trent Navigation Inn
Free, 3pm

♫ Xmas Alternative: Bone Cult +
Baby Tap + Franx
Rough Trade
£5, 7.30pm

♫ Irish Traditional Folk Session
Malt Cross
Free, 4pm

🎄 Christmas Eve Pyjama Party
The Punchbowl
£5 per child, 4pm

THURSDAY 27 DEC

FRIDAY 28 DEC

SATURDAY 29 DEC

SUNDAY 30 DEC

MONDAY 31 DEC

💪 Ashtanga Yoga Nottingham
The Dragon
£8 - £10, 6.30am

💪 Pilates
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 11am

♫ Michael Upton
Thorn Tree
Free, 7pm

🍷 New Year’s Eve Jazz Dinner
Hart’s Restaurant
£99, 8pm

♫ Dinner and Live Music
with Campbell Bass
Harts Hotel and Restaurant
£30, 7.30pm

👪 Rainbow Stripes
Stonebridge City Farm
£2, 11am

🎥 Mamma Mia, Here We Go
Again: Sing-A-Long
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 7.30pm

🎥 Mamma Mia, Here We Go
Again: Sing-A-Long
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 7.30pm

🍷 New Year’s Eve Champagne
Cocktails and Crime
National Justice Museum
£24.95, 7pm

♫ Saturday Night Live
The Southbank Bar
Free, 10pm

🙌  Winter Warriors: Two
Hour Yoga Flow
The Hollistic Hub
£15, 5pm

😂 NYE Comedy
The Glee Club
£26, 7pm

♫ Martin Taylor
The Trent Navigation Inn
Free, 9pm

♫ Open Dec Night
Brass Monkey
Free, 9pm

♫ Wilf and the Hullabaloo
The Lion at Basford
Free, 9.30pm

♫ Gallery 47
Rough Trade
Free, 7pm

🎭  Sleeping Beauty Pantomime
Thoresby Park
£8 - £12, 3pm

🎂  Stan Lee Birthday Bash
The Lord Nelson
Free, 4pm

♫ Dirtbox Disco
Rescue Rooms
£14.30, 6pm

🎭  Elf The Musical
Motorpoint Arena
£25, 1pm

⚛ The Psychic Medium: An
Audience with Jemma
The Admiral Rodney
£15, 6.30pm

👪 The Elves and the Shoemaker:
Relaxed Performances
Nottingham Playhouse
£10, 1.15pm

☕ Sit Dahn and a Cuppa
Yer gaff
£0.10, 11am

♫ The Last Pedestrians
New Year’s Eve Special
The Trent Navigation Inn
Free, 7pm

🚀  Reach For the Stars
Every Mountain Higher
£7, 7pm

🍷 New Year’s Eve
The Embankment
Free, 8pm

♫ Old Corpse Road +
Wolvencrown + Antre +
Praecantator
The Angel Microbrewery
£5, 7.30pm
🎥 CBeebies Christmas Show:
Thumbelina
Bonington Theatre
£8 - £10, 11am
♫ The Boutones
The Lion at Basford
Free, 9.30pm
📢 Discotech Christmas Shindig
with Jordan Peak + TrueSelf
Trade
£3, 10pm
♫ Georgie
The Overdraught
Free, 8pm
🎄 Christmas Prosecco Party
The Embankment
Free, 5pm

♫ Hugh Pascall Quartet
Peggy’s Skylight
£5, 7pm
🎨 Crafty Club
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 10am
♫ Roots Live Music
Free, Head of Steam
8pm
🎥 Catch-UP Screenings:
The Incredibles 2
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 11.30am
📖  Brambly Hedge
Christmas Tale Trail
Thoresby Park
£1, 10am

🎥 The Nutcracker & The
Four Realms
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 7.30pm
♫ 17th Annual Christmas
Covers Party
The Bodega
£8.25, 7.30pm

🎥 Catch-Up Screening:
Peter Rabbit
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 11am
🎥 Classic Screening:
Romeo + Juliet
Bonington Theatre
£3 - £5, 7.30pm

♫ Mollie Ralph and Chloe
Rodgers
The Lion at Basford
Free, 9.30pm

🍴  Boxing Day Bottemless Brunch
Revolution Hockley
£25, 12pm
👪  Life Coaching
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 5pm
🏬  Sale Shopping
Dahn tahn
Many £££s
🎄  Recovering from Crimbo Dinner
Yer sofa
Free

🎤 Bamalamasingsong NYE
The Southbank Bar - Nottingham City
£15 - £20, 8pm - 2:00am
🍷 New Year’s Eve
Stealth
9pm
♫ New Year’s Eve Carnival 2018
Nottingham Irish Centre
£8, 11pm

EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY
NOW TAKING CHRISTMAS BOOKINGS
FANTASTIC CHRISTMAS MENU FOR CARNIVORES AND HERBIVORES!
VEGAN & VEGETARIAN DISHES & DRINKS

3 COURSES FOR ONLY

£25

Call 0115 9483343 or pop in & book now!

The Angel Microbrewery, 7 Stoney Street, Nottingham NG1 1LG
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ORGANIC, LOCALLY-SOURCED MEAT
FAMILY FRIENDLY RESTAURANT
ORGANIC WINES & BEERS

www.angelmicrobrewery.com

WEEKLY STUFF
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

👣  Jazz Roots and
Charleston Dance
Class
St Christopher’s
Church Hall

🎲  Boardgames and
Tabletop Games
Vat and Fiddle

👣  Salsa Class
Bunkers Hill

♫ TNT
Tap and Tumbler

♫ Live Music
The Grosvenor

🎲  Pub Quiz
The Lion at Basford
Rescue Rooms
The Hop Pole
The Golden Fleece
Ned Ludd
Fox & Grapes

🎨  Paint a Pot
The Harley Gallery

♫ Unplugged
Showcase
Bunkers Hill

🎤  Open Mic
Pepper Rocks
The Overdraught

♫ Live Music
The Bell Inn
Rescue Rooms

🎨  Life Drawing
Focus Gallery

🎲  Mega Drive
Monday
Bunkers Hill

🎲  Pub Quiz
The Bodega
Sir John Borlase Warren
Annies Burger Shack

🎲  Backgammon
The Lion at Basford

💃  Pressure
Rescue Rooms

👣  Argentine Tango
The Orange Tree

☕ Night Off
from The Sesh
Your Sofa

🎲  Pub Quiz
Ned Ludd
Malt Cross

🎤  Open Mic
JamCafé
The Bell Inn

🎤  Open Mic
The Golden Fleece
💃  Tuned
Rock City

👪  Family Activities
Nottingham Contemporary
♫ Live Music
Southbank City
The Southbank Bar

🎤  Open Mic
The Hop Pole

💃  Disco Inferno
Bierkeller

🔧 Open Hack Night
Nottingham Hackspace

💃  Dirty Stop Out
Propaganda

💃  Indie Wednesdays
The Bowery Club

🎲  Pub Quiz
Kean’s Head

💃  Pounded
Propaganda

♫ Live Music
Lillie Langtries

SATURDAY
😆 Comedy
The Glee Club
Just The Tonic

😆  Comedy
The Glee Club

👪  Friday Freelancers’
Workspace
The Hop Pole
💃  Get Lucky
Rock City
💃  The Pop
Confessional
The Bodega

SUNDAY

💃 Stealth VS Rescued
Stealth and Rescue Rooms

🎲 Poker Night
The Grosvenor

💃 Industry Sundays
The Bowery Club

💃 Bopp
Bar Eleven

♫ Live Jazz
The Bell Inn

🎲 Pub Quiz
The Trent

🎨 Saturday Art Club
New Art Exchange

🎲 Music Quiz
The Lion at Basford

🎤  Open Mic
Bunkers Hill

💃 Aces
The Bowery Club

👣 Lindy Hop Dance Classes
St Christopher’s Church Hall

🍺 Hangover Tavern
The Bodega

ONGOING STUFF LIKE EXHIBITIONS AND PLAYS AND THAT
🎨  Off-Centre
New Art Exchange
Free, 9am - 4pm
Sat 27 Oct - Sun 6 Jan

👪 A Storybook Christmas
Newstead Abbey
Free - £12 , 12pm
Sat 1 Dec - Sun 23 Dec

👪 The Elves and the Shoemaker
Nottingham Playhouse
£12.50
Wed 12 Dec - Sat 5 Jan

🎭 Dear Santa
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£12.50
Thu 29 Nov - Sat 1 Dec

😂 Kevin Bridges
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£30 , 8pm
Fri 7 Dec - Sat 8 Dec

🏬 Craft Fair Contemporary 2018
Nottingham Contemporary
Free
Fri 30 Nov - Sun 2 Dec

🎥 The Grinch
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80
Fri 7 Dec - Wed 12 Dec

🎨 Sylva: To Slowly Trace the
Forest’s Shady Scene
Weston Gallery
Free
Fri 14 Dec - Sun 7 Apr

🎭 Robin Hood and the Babes
In The Wood
Nottingham Playhouse
£23.50 - £40, 7.30pm
Fri 30 Nov - Sat 19 Jan

🎥 Bohemian Rhapsody
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80
Fri 7 Dec - Thu 20 Dec

🎨 Emma Smith: 5HZ
Primary
Free
Fri 30 Nov - Sat 9 Feb
🎄 Christmas at Kelham Hall
Kelham Hall
£2.50 - £12.95 , 10.30am
Sat 1 Dec - Sun 2 Dec
🍺 12 Beers of Christmas
Brew Dog
Free
Sat 1 Dec - Wed 12 Dec
😂 Just The Tonic: Christmas Comedy
The Belgrave Rooms
£15 - £52 , 6.45pm
Sat 1 Dec - Sat 15 Dec
🎭 Beauty and the Beast
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£13 - £16
Sat 1 Dec - Sun 16 Dec

😂 Just The Tonic: Christmas Special
The Belgrave Rooms
£15 - £52 , 6.45pm
Sat 8 Dec - Sat 22 Dec
🎭 Peter Pan
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£13 - £36.50
Sat 8 Dec - Sun 13 Jan
🎄 Beer and Carols 2018
Malt Cross
Free , 7pm
Mon 10 Dec - Wed 12 Dec
🎭 The Hound of the Baskervilles
Lace Market Theatre
£10 - £11 , 7.30pm
Mon 10 Dec - Sat 15 Dec
🎭 Red Riding Hood
Djanogly Theatre
£8.50 - £10
Mon 10 Dec - Sun 30 Dec

👪 Santa’s Grotto in the Caves
Malt Cross
10.30am – 5.30pm
Sat 15 Dec - Sun 16 Dec
👣 The Nutcracker
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£20 - £38.50 , 7.30pm
Tue 18 Dec - Thu 20 Dec
♫ Nottingham Harmonic Choir:
Family Carol Concert
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£10 - £21
Wed 19 Dec - Sat 22 Dec
🎥 It’s A Wonderful Life
Broadway Cafe Bar
£4.50 - £9 , 10.15am
Thu 20 Dec - Mon 24 Dec
🎥 Elf
Broadway Cafe Bar
£3.90 , 10.30am
Sat 22 Dec - Mon 24 Dec
🎭 Elf: A Christmas Spectacular
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
£25 , 1pm
Fri 28 Dec - Sun 30 Dec

For the full rundown, visit leftlion.co.uk/listings

Alternative Christmas Films
words: Ash Carter
Not to sound Grinch-ish, but at the age of thirty, I
never want to see The Snowman again. I’ve had my
heart broken by that frosty, child-abducting bastard
more than enough for one lifetime. While I’m at it, I’m
officially done with Home Alone too, and if I have to
watch George Bailey try and lasso the moon in It’s
A Wonderful Life once more, I’m going to tie a lasso
around my neck and toss it over the nearest beam.
What I’m trying to say is that it’s time to find some new
Christmas films.
But what constitutes a Christmas film? Does it have
to be set during the holiday period? Or have at least
a semblance of the festive season in its plot? By that
reasoning, Goodfellas is a Christmas film, and despite
seeing it about 100 times, I still stick it on while I’m
waiting for Santa every year. Watching Jimmy Conway
and his crew celebrate the Lufthansa Heist as Frosty
the Snowman by The Ronettes plays, or seeing Henry
Hill yell “I got the most expensive tree they had!” while
dragging that gaudy white disaster through his front
door might not immediately scream yuletide cheer,
but it works for me. And now, when I think of Christmas,
I think of dopey Johnny Roast Beef and his awful
pink Cadillac.

Band of Brothers is another regular December watch.
Again, not entirely traditional, and lacking in any
explicit festive overtones, but the endlessly watchable
HBO mini-series has everything you could ever want
for your Christmas viewing, especially in episode
six: Bastogne. Shifting away from the core cast of
actors, the episode instead follows Doc Roe, the
Easy Company medic, during the infamous Battle of
the Bulge. Surrounded by German soldiers, dug into
the frozen French soil and subject to constant, brutal
artillery fire, the soldiers we have followed from D-Day
to Market Garden are at their lowest ebb. But as the
men lay freezing, starving and desperately dreading
the next deadly barrage, they begin to hear the eerie
sound of a German soldier singing Silent Night on the
winter breeze. It’s a brief moment of humanity in an
otherwise godless landscape, and a reminder why Band
of Brothers is one of the finest TV series ever made.
Growing up in New Zealand left a lasting impression on
me that Christmas should be during the summer, which
always makes The Proposition required festive viewing.
Set in the barren outback landscape of Victorian
Australia, it follows Ray Winstone’s British lawman on
his quest to bring the notorious Burns Gang to justice.
Desperately longing for England, he and his wife
(Emily Watson) recreate a traditional Christmas dinner,
complete with turkey, tree and their Sunday best
clothing. Sharing a rare moment of peace and intimacy,
their brief paradise is shattered when the Burns Gang
burst in and ruin it in the most barbaric way possible.
Maybe not one for those seeking a cheery festive film,
but that’s the point. Christmas films don’t have to be
the same for everyone.
So, this year, why not pop your Love Actually DVD in the
bin where it belongs, and watch whatever you want.

Ash Carter is LeftLion’s Screen Editor. Want to get
signed up to our Film Writers list? Email Ash on the
address below.
ash.carter@leftlion.co.uk
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